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Kullen's .status
on upswing

Cops arrest 15
for alcohol

'

.By Paul Sweeney
football team.
, By Karen DiConza
. and charged with unlawful
. University of New HampO'Connor is hoping Kullen's
.i
Fifteen UNH students were .· ·possession 9f alcohol.
shire head hockey. coach Bob illness ·won't affect the team's
arrested on Young Drive Friday~
Golding said all are scheduled
Kullen is in Pitt~burgh's Presb- play. "They don't like the fact
.. night on "'{arious alcohol relate~ ;to appear for arraignment in ·
yterianhospitalrecoveringfrom that he is sick, but they have
charges.
· _Durham District Court Sept. ?2
a heart transplant he recieved accepted it," he said. "I hope
· Police investigated a large · at 9 a.m.
on August 29. The 37-year-old we can give o'ur best effort and
igathering of "over 100 people" -_ Golding said.police also aided
coach was moved from the .achieve our objective for the
at 22 Young Drive at about 11 ·the NH State Liquor CommisBOB KULLEN (file photo)
Intensive Care unit of the hos- season."
;p.m.~ said C,a ptain Michael D. ;sion later that night with the - - - - -- - - -- --"""', pital into his own private room
Though Ku1len won't be
)Golding. He said the six resi- . arrests of three male students ..sion made the arrests, hes-aid. last Thursday. His condition has behind the bench, the team's
:dents of the house, all UNH ;at 32 Young Drive. They were
Golding said police investi- improved from critical to fair style of play won't alter from
students, were arrested for 'prrested for seUing alcohol ,.g ated Young Drive "~ecause in since the operation.
last seasons. "We'll go basically
-'selling alcohol without a permit. ·without a_permit' and for ·p:roh- .the past, we had problems with
In May, Kullen became ill of by what we've done in the past,
A.rrested were Joan K. Gal- ibited sales, he said.
,very Iar~e crowds and decided what was diagnosed as a rare there will be no radical
lahue, 21, Chris Anne Caraway,
Five orher students were ,to take decisive action."
. heart "disease and was hospital- changes," O'Connor said. "The ,
,QO, Ann C. Carpenter, 20; E.li- arrested in the area of Young
"Basically, it is our intent in ized at the Lahey Clinic in kids have experience and are
\zabeth A. Thompson, 20, Cyn- . Drive for open container vio- · ;the future to actively monitor Burlington, Massachusetts. He comfortable with the system."
thia G. Strafford, 19, and Valerie · lations, he said.
potential violations, not only was transferred to Presbyterian,
With a mix of solid, returning __
A. Lord, 19.
He did not as yet have all the pn Young Drive, but in the one of the nation's top heart veterans and new talent td
' Tamilyne Williams, 19, of 320 information on the arrests since community, to ensure enforce- research centers, in August. On . srrengthen the team, O'Connor
Hetzel Hall, was also arrested ··che NH Sta~e Liquor Commis- - ,ment of liquor laws," he said.
· August 26, he was declared a believes the team's attitude will
candidate for a ryeart transplant, be good, despite the unfortunate
and the surgery was performed situation of their coach. The .
once a donor was found.
Wildcats have exhibition games
Kullen's illness was shocking against_Holy Cross and the U.S.
news to his family and friends. Olympic team before the regular
"It was a real stunnin_g blow to season opens on October 31 at
,By Karen DiConza
· Route 108." He said he could ·r eported another suspic10us everyone here,'' said Mike Boston College.
' In response to three rapes and 'not be more specific with the · man on her porch on August 18. O'Neil, UNH Chairman of the · · · If all goes well, Kullen·s ·
,s everal reports of indecent exact location,.
_,
, Police .ip.Vf$tigatted, anp, f~mqd Div~$·i on ..0f AthleJics ';ancl,Re- , .cqaching-d,a ys wi:ll. con,tin_u e.
·exposure and suspicious men
Golding said the second in- 'no · one, he said. · ·
· · .,
·creation. "It's so unfortunate "We anticipate he'll return,"
in Durham this summer, the • ;Cident was on Saturday, July 11,
•Golding .also said another someone that you~g got so ill."
O'Neil said. "We look forward
university is working on . a _at -~bout 3 a.m. He said two .incident occurred on July 25. He
According to O'Neil, Kulllen to him coming back to coach
campaign to increase student 'women were raped, ages 19 and ·said a 19-year-old ·woman was is on a one year medical absence next year, it's just a mat.ter of
·,awareness and stress prevention '20, one a UNH student, "in the :followed into her apartment and from his duties at UNH. In his his progress."
of rape and sexual assult.
/neighborhood off of Route 108." 'punched in the face. He said the place, retirtd Wildcat coaching
"Everything is positive,"
A~ part of the campaign, ) He said ~his rapist "clai~ed man then ran out of the house.
veteran Charlie Holt and assist- O'Connor said. "\¥/e're anxiousPresident Gordon Haaland will I to have a f1rearm, but nothmg
Golding said police were still ant coach Dave O'Connor will ly awaiting his return."
_address the student body, fa- )1appen~d to s_ubstantiate t?at." ·investigating this incident.
handle the coaching chores.
O'Connor related the situaculty, and community on Thurs- '., . ~oldmg said a -~omposite of 1 .J Also this summer, police
Holt, who coached here from tion best, "Forget about hockey,
·day 1 p.m. at the Field House.
.this alleged rapist has been ,received four reports of indecent · 1968 to 1986 recording a 346- this is tragic for a human being
Also, the university has 1posted around campus.
,exposure on the upper end of 232-18 record, will run the team and his family and friends. He
,formed an advisory committee
He_ sa!? police are "not com- _,Mill Road, Golding said. ·
until O'Connor finishes his finally had the job he _always
to discuss these matters, letters mentmg on whether they think
To deal with these "difficul- coaching job with the UNH wanted."
'have been circulated to students ,the man involved in both inci- /ties," the university has formed
and a composite picture of on~ ,dences is the same man.
·an "advisory committee which
,of the alledged rapists have been ) . "~t this point, we are con - 1represents all major peoples
posted around campus.
tu:~umg to _folloy.r leads that are ..concerned," according to Vice
All of this heightened re- ·still c_omrng rn, as well_ as ',President Richard Hersh. He
,s ponse is the result of three Jollowmg the ones we received said the committee is made up
.rapes~ four reports of indecent ,w hen the rapes were commit- 1of the two student leaders, ·
exposure, and several reports 'ted," Golding said. "We're :Warner Jones and Sabra Clarke,
of suspicious men in Durham working on it. It's under inves- ,men and women faculty
;over the summer. .
,tigation."
members, and Maggie MorriAlso adding fuel to the fire , Golding said ther~ ~ere sev-· 'son, coordinator of i:he UNH
_is the controversial sexual as- eral reports of suspic10us men Sexual Harrassment and Rape
;sault hearingoflast spring when Jon Mad~ury Road near Davis .Prevention Program (SHARP).
·three UNH students were ac- ,Court this summer.
"We coordinated it (the com_cused of raping a female student · , He said the "most significant 'mittee) four or five weeks ago
in Stoke Hall.
.one of the summer" was a report 'a nd have been going o'ver the
According to Captain Michael from a_woman who said she was 1information and recommendaD. Golding of the Durham thased into her apartment by . ,tions," he said.
;Police Department.,. there were a man at about 2 a.m. on July · Hershsaidthecommitteewill
_::two incidences this summer in 25. Later that morning at about ,also be used as a "continuing
.which three women were raped. A a.m., s~e r~ported_she saw a . .,aqvisory group."
The first rape occurred on _man sta_rmg i~ her ~m~ow. . · According to Maggie Morri·Monday,June 29 at about 3 p.m.,
Goldmg said police mvesu- ·son, a letter was sent to students
·Golding said. He said a 22-year- • gated, an~ found no one. . .
RAPE, page 16
old UNH student was raped·"on , He said the same victim

UNH responds ·to rapes .
1

•

Drunk driver hits tree

By Karen DiConza
A i 7 -year-old male was ar-

rested and charged with driving
while under the influence of
alcohol Saturday night after the
·car he was driving hit a tree
head.:on on Mill Road.
Capra.in Michael D. Golding
of the Durham Police said the

name of ·the 17-year-old from worth Douglas Hospital in
Marshfield, MA, would be with- . Dover, where he was treated and .
.released for minor injuries,
.held since he is a jµvenile.
·
, He said the boy is not a UNH Golding .said.
His passenger in the car,
student.
, Golding said the ca-r went. Suzanne Emerson·, 18, of Ranover the curb and struck a tree -dall Hall, was not injured.
Golding said the boy will be
,head-on in front of Alexander
Hall. He was taken to Went- arraigned in Durham District · The beginning of a new semester m~ans the old lines at Durham
book stores~ (Craig Pa.-ke.r pheto) ·
·
Court. on Sept. 22.
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In,age proble-m at UNH?
;By Chris Pollet
Upon returning to UNH last
week, students recognized the
familiar landscape: an unfin'i shed Thompson Hall, the ex;pansive lines at registration,
:and Karl's in its customary spot.
' But there is a rtew feeling that.
has entered the minds of many
students, one of caution, which
has stemmed from the increased
1threat of rape in the confines
- of the small community . o{
Durham and UNH.
1
Rape became a prominent
•
:issue ·o,n campus l,a st February
,after an allege~ r~pe took pl_ace

.in Stoke Hall. The ensuing
Judicial hearing, protests by
·students, and national media
iCOverage sparked concern over
.awareness of the rape issue for
- the UNH administration and
staff.
· Three rapes were.f1-lso reported in Durham during the
summer months.
· Melissa Bryant, an exchange
student from San Diego State
•University, said many rapes
pccurred on the SDSU campus. _
"But I think about it more
·here because it is such a small
,town where you thi_~k you would

.be safe,''. Bryant said.
Many people have questioned
the image of UNH after the
.·controversial incidents of the
past year, but Bryant doesn't feel
UNH's image has. been tarnished . ."Hearing about rape at
UNH doesryt make me think
of the school and its adminis- .
tration, it isn't directly connected to the school," she said, "It's
in the demented minds of peo- ·
ple (who committed the rapes)."
The administration has taken
it upon itself to educate its staff
.and the student population.
Re~ident assistants have. been
.educated extensively on the rape
issue and how to aid the victim.
'Also more information is available oh the subject.
Maureen Lynch, and RA in
Randall Hall, thinks that aware1ness has been heightened
through information. "People
are becoming more aware,"
'Lynch s~id, "but it is up to
'students.
Many female students are
getting these messages: avoiding walking at night, walking
'in g:oups, and using the escort
servICe.
"My friends, who live down
the street, won't let me walk
Hown there alone," said Gale
Goodman, a junior ·apartment·
,dweller. "Before, there was no
problem studying at the library
alone late at night, but now I
.
'
Public Safety vehicles now read University police. (Craig Parker won't go alone."
photo)

T -Hall has a new look. (Craig Parker photo)
As the campus gears up for
Male awareness of the prob]em has also been increased. .another year, it now faces new
,Mike Stinson, a junior, said, ·problems. Rape is a _real issue
"Last year I would have been . ., and only heightened awareness
hesitant to let a woman walk Jean solve this problem, a ptob1home alone, but now I wouldn't lem which will not go away.
..
·,even consider it."

I

NEWS IN. BRIEF

Tantrum Costs ·McEnroe

~-French Gun Down Libyan Plane
French forces· in Chad shot dow:n a Libyan war
plane Monday as it was about to attack Ndjamena,
t~e capital of Chad. According to reports, no crew
members survived.
French and Chadian officials said that members
of France's 1,200-man force in Chad used an
>American-made Hawk missile to down the Soviet,made· TU-22 bomber. Libya acknowledged that one ·
of its planes had been shot down, but said another
1bomber flew a successful raid against Abeche,-a
itown in eastern Chad. French officials fear this
)ncident could lead to a direct confrontation between
their' country and Libya.

,W ~st Gerinan Hostage
;F reed
West Germari hostage Alfred Schmidt was
,.released in Beruit Monday, ending an eight month
,ordeal at the hands of Shiite Moslem kidnappers
,,who said they -set him free in ,exchange for
·
"assurances ... and promises" from Bonn.
' A security source in Beruit .said a ransom of $5
imillion was paid by the West German government ·
,and a private company for the release of Schmidt,
who was seized by Moslem gunmen in Beruit January
1
20. West German officials deny any deal was made
-f or Schmidt,· who said he was not mistreated arid
.
_,was: in good health:

I'

$17,500

;N H Police lnvestiga te
'Shooting, Rape, Stabbing
, Three people were hospitalized following separate
,attacks Sunday evening in Franklin, Belmont, .and
..
Keene.
Stephen McDonald of FranJdin remains in critical
condition in Franklin Regional Hospital after
suffering a gunshot wound to the chest. Franklin
Police said the case is under investigation but wou~d
not offer further.commeflt on the shooting.
, In Belmont, a male juvenile was arrested Sunday
·night in connectioq, 1wid:1 a stabb1n'k"that injured
Christopher Fitts, 22, following a disagreement
'.fo an apartment complex parking lot. ·
·, And in Keene, a press release issued by police
reported that a 27-year-old woman was raped by
a younger white male sometime between 11 and
11 :30 p.m. Sunday. The woma.n was treated a,nd
released from Cheshire Medical Center Monday.

John McEnroe's earned himself a $17,500 fine
and a two-month suspension for his outburst in
his third-round match against Slobodan Zivojinovic
,at the US Open Saturday afternoon. ·
McEnroe drew fines of $500 for "unsportsmanlike
,conduct" and $5,000 for "verbal abuse" after a
disputed ~all by the chair umpire. Additional fines
of $2,000 and 10,000 were later levied for "unsportsmanlike condu'c t" (to a CBS sound man), and for
.
"repeat offenses", r~spectively.
' ''l told him to stuff it in no uncertain terms",
isaid McEnroe, who has accumulated $80,500 in
fines and six suspensions in his career. ·
McEnroe will appeal the suspension and fines.

,5 Shot During Anticrime

concert
· · An unidentified gunman opened fire into the
crowd attending an anticrime concert Monday in
New York, killing one person and wounding four.
A sixth' person was trampled and injured in the
panic, police said. Authorities said the incident
·was sparked by a brawl, and as of yet have no suspects.
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Dorms overcrow ded again
,By Laura L. ·Ploof
year, an increase of 84 over last sistant on the ·eighth floor of
Every fall Residential I) fe i; year, and there are 90 fewer Stoke Hall, said she has had at
.faced with the same problem: cancell-ations from the upper- least _two demands for room
'overcrowding of the dorms. class students who signed up changes and some upset parents.
!This year there are 51.6% for housing. This is probably She said some of her residents
freshmen and 48.4% upperclass · due to the fact that housing .living in triples. have no space
students living in the dormi- ;availability is poor and it is more ,to unpack all their belongings.
tories . Freshmen make up a 'convenient for most people to . She also said a major incon- .
venience is created when there
_
greater percentage of the stu- live on campus.
Director of Residential Life 'are three people in a room ahd
dents living on campus this fall,
with a slight increase over past Carol Bischoff said, ''I think the only two . desks, forcing one
response overall has been very person togo someplace else to
years.
All new· freshmen are guaran- good. We had very few parents study.
Gina Barrelli, a resident of
teed two years of continuous and,~tudents in here on opening
:r he eighth floor said, "I could
housing, namely, (our consec- day.
Bischoff encourages students commute, but if it's between
. 'utive semesters of housing
provided they have met . all of to work things out amongst ihaving the overcrowded housthe established deadlines for themselves and with their res- ,ing and not.having it at all, I
signing up, paying the $200.00 .ident assistants and hall direc- want it."
Bischoff does not wan't to
housing fee, and meeting aca- 1 tors. "We' re all here to help the
off~r
false_hope. She said there
·
students
find
the
best
environdemic standards of the U niverment for them to succeed," will be many triples on campus
sity.
'for a long time, " at least a
· On opening day last·fall there ; Bischoff said.
Mary Farina, a resident as- :semester.
were 130 rooms tripled. This
year that number has soared to
_227. There a_re also buildups of ,
three students living in study
·lounges in some of ,the larger
dorms, according to resident
assistants.
·
, There are three types of triple
'rooms. Designated triples are
'the largest rooms and are de._signed for three people. Poteri;t'ia l triples are somewhat
_s maller and m ay be lacking a
closet or a desk.
· The third type of triple is
what is krwwn as a last resort
triple and is the smallest of the
;three. It does not provide adequate storage or study space for
its occupants.
·
On Tuesday, September 8, all
hall directors met with the
Housing Coordinator, Kathy
Ida-Chesney, to discuss the Live music entertained students at the Freshmen Picnic. (Craig
'needs of students who are living Parker photo
i.µ triples and are requesting to
. be moved. Each hall director
reported how many available
,spaces exist in his or· her dorm
due _to students not showing up
_1o r withdrawing. - .
·
The students who are being
1
housed in the last resort triples
1
shall be moved first along with
,those students who are experiencing maj9r conflicts with
;their roommates, such as a
;smoker who has been matched By Mary Tamer
Dr. Peter Patterson ot Hood
:,with two nonsmokers.
, · Public Safety has closed the House agreed that.a drug like
Starting·Saturday, September case of Michael Norton, a fresh- ,LSD•is hard to trace due to the
12, Residential Life will be .man who died last spring after "infinitesimal amount in the
ioffering something new this falling out of an eighth floor • blood stream. -The screening
;year, use of a truck to help those ·window of Stoke.
process is more likely-to give
students who are moving from
The blood toxicology results, a false positive than· a false
,one area to another. This will which were released last week 'negative."
.be offered for the following by Major Roger Beaudoin,"were
Dr. Patterson believes that
'three Saturdays also.
not able to confirm the presence _"a negative test is pretty good
There are 2,266 freshmen this · of the suspected drugs." Beau- evidence" that LSD was not
.. ,doin did add, "LSD is one of the ',present in Norton's body at the
tough~st drugs to find in a blood time of death. Howiver, he
test" and said that the test did ;mentioned that drug- testing,
;~onfirm a prior use of drugs.
,especially with a drug like LSD,
:'is not alwa s 100% accurate.
1

Four_patrol officer positions have been cut from Public Safety's
budget. (Craig Parker photo)
.

.

UNH Public Safety
loses ·four cops
By Mary Tamer
there a"re two to three officers
The Public Safety division of to cover regular shifts and up
UNH will be starting the new · to four on busier nights. For
school year with a lower budget sports events and concerts part:due to "financial restrictions time officers are hired to help
put on all the departments," said out with the extra load of
.
·
Director David Flanders last people.
: While the loss of two fullWednesday.
· Flanders reported that the time patrol positions may hind.cuts made it necessary to remove ,er Public Safety's operations at
four positions from the payroll; times, Stephanie Thomas, Ex.'two foll-time patrol officers, .ecutive Director of Adminis._o ne police lieutenant and one trative Services, does not foresee
:sergeant. The two patrol officer 'a proble_m. She explained that
positions had been vacant for ·"Public Safety has its peaks and
,over one year and the position ·valleys, and they are able to
,of sergeant was transferred to ,employ part-time people at
human resources in May of peaks when the need arises. This
way we don't have to keep them
1987.
The problem Flanders has 'on the payroll 52 weeks a year.
seen with these cuts is delayed ·This doesn't mean less people
reaction time when responding patrolling, just two less full-time
to service calls, which were officers.!' ·
With a 23% increase in crime
estimated to number to 22,000
on the UNHcampus since 1985,
last year.
•' "The' calls had to be put in 'problems may arise with the
priority order, depending on the 1erratic use of part-~ime officers.
.nature of the call," he said~ Some ·'Flanders has seen a substantial
:complaints were received con- ;amount of turnover in his
jprofession and finds that part.:.
cerning these delays.
Public Safety's payroll now time officers are not "a substicarries ten full-time patrol , tute for a full-time officer. The
officers and three patrol ser- -'d edication is often not the
geants. Shifts are run 24 hours ,same.'.'
1 · Fortunately for .the ~tudents,
a day, 7 days a week.
Flanders estimated that be- the Escort services will not be
tween days off and sick leave .,affected by the payroll change.

No drugs found in·
·.Stoke fall victim

1

1

New policies for Homecom ing
·parties. While chis -sort of
By Melanie Piper Allison
A week's worth of activities regulation encourages coming
alternative planning, it frusare being planned for this year's
,homecoming, October 17, and trates student senate Vice President Sabra Clarke, who said the
Jthe newly defined policies on
senate's
suggestions for con alcohol consumption are a main
trolled tailgate partying were
1consideration in scheduling
·not considered.
·events.
For instance, the senate sugAnne Lawing, progr~m ad- gested
that all students over 21 ·
visor for student activities says
·wear I.D. bands, rather than a
'that a School Spirit Day, banner
few bands being issued per
'and trivia contest along with
the traditional bonfire · a·nd )carload of eligible people, as the
policy reads. Clarke said the
parade ate on the roster for
·senate will not fight the decision .
homecoming week. Lawing
·by Sanborn, but will work to
wants everyone t~ get involved,
-come up with alternatives for
because "the time is ripe for a
tailgate partying.
real homecoming."
1
The alumni office predicts
Dean Sanborn has issued new
that 18,000 to 20,000 UNH .
policies conce~ning tailgate .
,p arties at homecoming, which 1alumni will show up for homecoming. Some members have
will limit the accessibility of the
expr~sse~ concern over the past1

year·s bad alcohol hist0ry, ac~
}cording to Polly Daniels, assist- ·
ant director.
·
, "They asked for reassurance
that it wouldn't happen again,,"Daniels said. A highlight for
some UNH graduates is the
celebration of the class of 82's
·fifth reunion. Daniels added that
homecoming "is alumni " and
that everyope (UNH alumni-)
is excited about it.
· Even with the new restric·cions, there seem to be no
dampers predkted for home-,
'coming week. The committee
;'is now finalizing the plans for
next week, and they will be
geared toward entire student
1
body involvement. As Lawing
:puts it, '.'This is to show the
,students. we care and that we Two students on skateboards took on the hill behind T-hall.
want them to have fun."
(Craig Parker photo)
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New AD appointed
i

.,By Tim Thornton
) The University of New
_Hampshire sports season has
just kicked off, and while mqst
/ of us have been preparing for
, the coming semester by losing
ourselves in a summer daze,
!Lionel Carbonneau, the new
)interim athletic director, has
-,been hiring Zamboni drivers
"and recruiting point guards.
i Carbonneau, a Durham res:ident and UNH graduate ('51),
stepped in as the interim athlet'ic director .this June following
.. 'the retirement of Andrew Moor;adian. Quite familiar with UNH
,and its athletic program, Car_bonneau was a two sport letter'man in his days with the 'Cats
and has served as assistant
athletic director since 1969.
Faced with the task of restruc,turing the entire athletic program, Carbonneau, who is faced

LIONEL CARB0NNEAU
(Craig Parker photo)

with the task of restructuring ~
.the entire athletic program, said 1
,he hopes to "create a unity, but
,keep the identity" between the
imen' s, women's and recreation_:al sports programs. It will take
;time but he feels the outlqok
:is optomistic.
·
· The· Biggest probfem con,fronting UNH athletics, accord,ing to Carbonneau, is a lack of
·time and space which again
'brings up the issue of ~he Field
'House renovations. The Paul
$weer Oval (indoor trac~) _and
!women's locker room facilities
~were adequate in 1965, when
-,they were constructed, but have
:since grown outdated and are
;in dire need of expansion, he
said.
Carbonneau said not only
-athletics will benefit from Fiek}
House renovations.
/Registration, graduation, conJcerts, and other student activ,,ities all a'r e held in the Field
House, aniLall suffer due to
'confined-' quarters, he said.
,Carbo'nneau feels the rnspon1sibility for improvement lies
· ,with the students.
"If the student's feel its important, then it's up to them.
There's no tree outside my office
-that grows dollar bills, and I
don't think there's on_e up at THall, eithert Carbonneau said.
:He pointed to other schools,
isuch as Boston College, who~e;
'students have raised the money·
1themselves for new athletic
,facilities . .
Carbonneau knows he has a
;tough ye~r ahead. and t-hat he
-,can not please everybody.
However, he looks forward to
•,the job and w'ints to focus oa
making UNH athletics competitive with other schools.

ENRJCH Y,OUR E~UCATION
·

I

and

GAIN PROFESSIONAL EXPERI.E NCE.
throu~h a

WASHINGTON; D.C. INTERNSHIP
in

·and.

Informational Meeting ·
Friday, September 11 at 3:00
McConnell 211
For further information contact:.___ ~
Marcy Krauss·M·c connell i20 .

UNIVERSITY CONVOCATION
Thursday, September 10
1 p;m.
Lundholm Gymnasium

"Community, Campus Life, and Affirming Our
· Shared Values"
· ·
.

'

By President Gordon;A . .Haaland
All 2: 10 p.in. classes will be delayed
· until 2; 30 p.m. to allow students
to attend the Convocation and
reception . .

Refre~hinents will be se:r ved under
the tent on Morrill Hall lawn
following the ceremony.

Students, faculty, and staff
are invited t-0
celebrate t_h e new academic year.
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CALENDAR
TUES'DA Y, SEPTEMBER 8
LAST DAY for undergrads to withdraw and qualify for ¾
.
~uition refund.
GRADUATE STUDENT REGISTRATION-MUB, 8:4511:45 a.m._and 1:15-4 p.m.
PLANT SALE-Wide selection of high quality houseplants
(Han_ging, flowering, cacti & sucrnlents) at reas<?nable rates.
Strafford Room, MUB, 10 a.m to 5 p.m.
EVENING GRADUATE REGISTRATION-Business Office,
Room 163, Science and Engineering Research Building, 5·
·
.
7 p.m.UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES-Opening reception. 5.
7 p.m.
IFCOPEN HOUSE-Campus Frat ernities,· 8-l0 p.m.
1

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 9
MEN'S SOCCER-at Central Connecticut
WOMEN.'S FIELD HOCKEY-at Maine
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES- "In the Shadow of the
Shogun: The Pursuit of Pleasure in Japanese Prints from
the Kolb Collection" and "Works on Paper from the Permanent
Collection." Hours: M-W 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.; Th 10 a.m. to
8 p.m.; Sa & Su 1-5 p:m. (thru Wed. 10/14)_

The Franklin Fitness Center expanded this summer to accommodate increased membership.
(Craig Parker photo)

Franklin·Fitness .will expand
'By Neal C. Hogan
· Within the next two weeks
the Franklin Fitness Center will
,be 'Opening its 6200 square foot
expansion, giving it 110% more
·operating space. Members will
,also be able to utilize the Great
. Bay Racquet Center in New1market which The Franklin
'recently acquired.
1
The addition in Durham
.
;includes a new cardiovascular
room with thirteen stationary
bicycles and five rowing machines. This high-tech room is
equipped with two television
sets tuned to different stations
ia nd individual headphones for
each machine, allowing the user
to chose between news or MTV.
: For the heavy duty powerlifters there is a enlarged free
weight room, with the possi.bility for further expansion. A
,second aerobics studio has been
·adcled, and now two sessions -of
'upto35memberscanbeconducted simultaneously.
The Center has added new
;locker rooms, an expanded pro
'shop, and at-shirt shop as well.
' President Doug Clark said
'with the added space, member'ship w'ill be increased _only 50175%. He saidtwo-hundered
,more $99 Club memberships
iwill make for a comfortable not
\crowded atmosphere.

PLANT SALE-Wide selection of high quality- houseplants
at reasonable rates. Strafford Roorri, MUB, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m .
.EVENING GRADUATffSTUDENT .REGISTRATiONBusiness Office; Room 163, Science and Engineering Research·
.
,
·
· .
Building, 5-7 p.m.

· ''We have tried that, but not
[more thari seven times a week
jcompared to a he~lth club na~ :-enough people came on a reg,tional average of three times ulat basis,:,,People want a place
:per week. So we need to keep :'t b go· dap•~ing, but they are
membership lower than most .irelucta:nt Jp pay for it," said
.
rClark.
·other clubs;" said Clark.
Despite ·persistent rumors, ,,. The takeover of the racquet
;theclub will not be opening the reenter .allows_ club members the
· -aerobics studio as a nighttime FRANKLIN, page 16
dance club.
••••
• • ••••••••••••••••
.
;.
·
. h
T
•
•
•
.
.
•
•
•

NEW HAMPSHIRE OUTING CLUB OPENING MEETING.a
Find out about this semester's exciting activities offered
by N~OC. Slide show, trip signups, membership registration.
.
· Grarnte State Room, MUB 7 p:~.
IFC Open House-Campus Fraternities, 8-10 p.m.
.

PLANT SALE-Wide selection of high quality houseplants
at reasonable rates. Strafford Room, MUB, ·1 0 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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the MUB ■

EVENING GRADUATE STUDENT REGISTRATIONBusiness Office, Room 163, Science Engineering Building,
5-7 p.m.

•

IFC OPEN HOUSE-Campus Fraternities, 8-10 p.m.

'

FRIDAY, .SEPTEMBER 11

•

·

GARDEN PARTY-Everyone is invited to help the NonTraditional Student Center celebrate its fifth birthday and
relocation . .Refreshments will be served, Non-Traditional
· Student Center, Pett~e House Lawn. (indoors in case of rain)
4-6 p.m.

MUSO FILM-"Hair." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m.,
·
·
.. .
students $1, general $2.

•

-

-

·· •·

EAR TH SCIENCES COLLOQUIA-"Hydrogeocbem istry of
Inland Salt Lakes of Australia: Implicat10ns for the Controls
of the Sea Water Chemistry," Dr. W. Berry Lyons, UNH
earth scientist. Room 119, James, 4 p.m.

•

CJR· CULAT/0 N
~NAGER -~
MA_
·
•
"
•
_.
•
f
'
~- T
&..

&

•

•

UNIVERSITY CONVOCA TION-Addr~ss d~livered by
President .Haaland. Lundhom Gymnasium, 1 p.m. A campuswide reception to follow. The campus community is urged
to attend. ·

.•
•

~~~

~.

.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER, 10

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY-vs. Bates, Southern Maine, 3:30

.

a hundred
in here . • • • •· • • • • • • •· • • • • • • • • • •
:s<: /' We have
'.rti'embe£s
come
whoover

1

.······················
······················ ····················•·
•

·p.~.

. CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB.

,

•

:, STUDENT ACTIVITY FEE COUNCIL

(Observe deadlines on proper forms)
The New Hampsh1je (USPS ,79a280.) is published and distributed semi- ~
weekly throughout the academic year. Our off ices are located in Room ·
151 of-the Memot>ial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business. ',
Qfft<;e hours: Molkili,y - F'cid~ 10 .l3Jl1 - 2 pm. Academic year subscrjption:
J.;H, "'> 'Third dass .pi:>~taie pJl!ld a.t D~r,bam, NH 03~24.· A~v~rtisers should
:Chet_c k:cheir ads the f'il'.~.t~y- The N':,1i,'Hampsh1r~ will 1~ no case be
responsible for typog:ra)>tw:a1-or ot~r:errors, but will reprint that ·part
?f an a~~ertisement in whkh'1t typo3raphical error appears, if notif~ed
muned1ately. POSTMASTER:,send address changes to The New Hampsh,re,
l.~l MUB, UNH, Durham, NHJ)3824. 10.000 copies printed per. issue
.
._by Jo""""l.Ttib,me Biddeford, Maiqe._.

To all Business Managers and Organization
Chairpersons as well as_Senate Observers:

IIIIAICH ·PAPIII
16,278 to .choose from -all subjects

Order Catalog Today w_ith Visa/MC or COD

Toll Free
Hot Line

STUDENT .ACTIVITY FEE COUNCIL
•................ ...................... ...................... .... .

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
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.NOTICES

Agro nsky t.o spea k
AUDITIONS FOR THE COMEDY, "THE DINING ROOM'': Open to all stµdents. Advance reading
material available in Roc,m M-211, Paul Arts.
Monday, October 5 and Tuesday,October 6,Johnson
Theater, Paul Arts, 7:30 p.m.

· RENT A MUB.LOCKER: Lockers located near
· the Commuter/Tran sfer Center and the Games
Room area in the MUB are available to rerit by
·the semester for a rental fee of $5. The keyed lockers
require a $5 key deposit (refundab.le upon return
o.f key) and there are lockers whkh you provide
the padlock. Stop in· Room 322, Office of Student
Activities, between 8:30 and 4 p.m.

Martin Agronsky, awardwinning political analyst and
/syndicated talk-show host, will
idiscuss The Presidency and
Foreign Policy' at the University
of New Hampshire OJ?. Monday,
September 14.
1
His speech, scheduled for 8:00
:p.m. in rhe Johnson Theatre,
is the first of many free lectures
·in the 'Year of the Presidency'
·series, and is co-sponsored by
·the Office of Academic Affairs
-and the Institute for Policy
·
Research.
The program will also include
campus visits by presidential
candidates, scholars, and other
sp!!ak~Js as a tribute to the

HEALTH
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING
(OPEN): Sponsored by Health Education Center.
Individuals concerned about their drinking or drug
abuse. Wednesday, September 9, Room 21, Library,
·
noon.

FALL JOBS: The ACCESS Office needs notetakes
and readers for fall 1987 clases with day and evening
hours available. Contact Wendy Pelchat or Donna
Marie Sorrentino at 2607 in Room 200. of the MUB,
.
Monday-Friday, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

MEETINGS

. PROGRESSIVE STUDENT NETWORK POT
LUCK: Organizational gathering for C.D.P.:
C.O.C.A.; P.F.S.A.; C.G.L.A.; Women's C:enter,
Green Peace. Thursday, September 10, 33 N. Main
Street, Newmarket. (Get off Kari-van stop at Getty
STation) 6 p.m. Admission: pot luck dish (if
.
· ..
possible).

UNH"SHOTOK AN KARATE CLUB ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: Question/answer period
prior to first training. Tuesday, September 8, Stage,
New Hampshire Hall, 6 p.m. Bring loose clothing.
Information: Rec Sports, 2031.
AMNESTY INTERNATION AL MEETING: Introduction to Amnesty-descri ption of purpose,
functioning and a film. Tuesday, September 8, Room
128, Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m.

RECEPTION FOR WOMEN IN SCIENCE: A
reception to celebrate the formation of a chapter
of the Association of Women in Science at UNH.
0.pen to facutly, staff, graduate and undergraduate
students. Tuesday, September 15, Fourth Floor ,
conference room, Science and Engineering Research
~_
. Building, 4.:30-6:00 p.m.
THE HOOTERS.IN ,CONCERT: Sponsored by
SCOPE. The Hooters and special guest, Friday,
September 18, Field House, 8 p.m. (doors open
7:30 p.m.) Students $10, general $12. Tickets
available at MUB ticket Office, beginning Thurs.,
.
September 10, at 1 p.m.

bicentennial of the United
States Constitution and New
Hampshire's first-in-the-natio n
·
primary.
, The next speaker scheduled
for the 'Year of the Presidency'
program is Republican presidential candidate Pierre 'Pete'
duPont, who will visit the
University on September 17:
_duPont will be followed by Doris
Kearns Goodwin, a political
analyst and author who will
speak on the Presidency and
American society on October

'By Christina Riewer .

.5.

· The program wili end on
January 24, 1988, with a debate
among all major Democratic
.
presidential candidates:

UNH COLLEGIATE 4-H CLUB MEETING: First
meeting to all interested persons. You need not
have been a 4-H club member. Come share new
'e xperiences and make new ·friends. Tuesday,
September 8, Room 202, Kendall Hall, 8:0 p~m. .
PEACE VIGIL: A time to exchange information
on Progressive Student Network activities dealing
with global issues of peace and justice. Thursday,
September 10, Flagpole, T-Hall, 12:30 p.m.
!TIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadlines
on proper forms)

NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV-

Write news for THE NEW HAMPSHIRE and have your.·

111111!!1~~~~--....

i\! . . . . . .

name inprint ·

..........._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

-llll!l!lalllll!III----~l■

MARTIN AGRONSKY (file e!t<!to)

S.H.A.R.P.P.
Sexual Harrassment
and
Rape Preven tion Progra m

•' · ••,

Let he,:_ fill your home or rooms with rich shades

··-<!
• Information on rape
• Referrals
• Rape prevention information
• ·support network for victims
of sexual assault
• Rape Crisis Col:Jnselors 24
hour assistance
• Brochures and pamphlets

.. -:

;{eg:e:s:~:;::t:i::::a:e:; ;%e::s s::;tJ;f;:~
at Flora Ventures. There is no better place to
indulge in Mother Nature's most beautiful work
than our store in center- Newmarket. And since
we know plants and flowers so very well, we can
make sure you know how to make Mother Nature
right at hom-e with you. Flora Ventures, Inc. "The
Plant and Flower People" ·

VISIT THE UNH PLANT SALE AT
THE MUB, STRAFFO RD ROOM, SEPT.
'8, 9, 10.
iA JOINT EFFORT OF THE MUB AND
I

VENTURE S, INC.

FlcJril

For more informatio n., call Maggie Morrision
862-361~.Bam-4:30p m
.

i~-~I

Spec1aliz1ng in Interior Plantscape Design·
·
.
& Maintenance

.,.,,,;iiiiii;:;::.,r~3f

i~fif~(\~,,!~e:':!:~:t)~~!il~~~

And no~ carrying flowers for all occasions. ·'
to take home. or send anywne.fe.
,
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Don't compete
· · with a
.Kaplan student
--b eo ne .

A "U.~H baptism" iri the Lower Quad spoQtaneously erupted Mondar
.. (Craig Parker photo)

UNB

t

Why? Consider this: More studen ts
increase their scores after taking a Kaplan
prep course than after taking anythi hg else.
Why? Kaplan's test-taking techni ques
and educa tional progra ms have 50 years ,
·of exper ience behin d them. We know
studen ts. And we know what helps boost
their confid ence and scoring potential. ·
. So if you need prepar ationf or the: LS.AT,

GM.AT, MC.AT, GRE, DAT, ADVANCED
MEDICAL BOARDS.TOEFL, NURSING
BOARDS, NTE, CPA,INTRO. TO LAW, .
SPEED READING.or others, call us.·
Why be at a disadvantage?

Bike Repair .
DAY SERVICE

JKAPLAN

Service & Repair Of ·
Alf Makes Of Bicycles. ·

COED N

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

Mon.-Fri. 9-6 Saturday 9-5
.Thurs. Eve. tit 8 p.m.

~

. only _$!0
See Eli at Kappa Sigma
or
call 868-9 387

Durham Bike

Classes start soon

NEW LOCATION

Call collect 1-(617)-266-TES1

Pettee Brook Lane, Durham, N.H.

868-5634

-

.· •-::f ::: :::::?\:

New Hamps hire Outing Club
Universi ty

of New Hampsh ire- Durham , N.H. 03824

?JIVE K/10THER NATURE
z1i;\ A ~M l::i ,
· ,1

UNH PLAN T .SALE TUES , WED ,
THU RS, SEPT . 8-10, STRA FFOR D
ROOM , MEM ORIA L UNIO N.BL DG.
10:00-5:00 DAIL Y.

Ope nin1g Mee ting
Wed nesd ay, Sept emb er 9
Gran ite State Roo m
Memorial Unio n Buil ding

-

. ,:::::;::::;;;;/'.?::::::-, ..

\

7-9pm
Come find out about the NHOC and its many activities,

At Flora Ventures, a local company, we take pri9e
in our experti se in fine plants and floral design.
Flora Ventur es, Inc. specia lizes in top quality
rare and unusual plants, and commo n plants for
interio r living all at reasonable prices. Visit us
at the UN H PLAN T SALE, a joint cooperative
· effort of the MUB and Flora Ventures, Inc. ·' 'The
Plant and Flower People." Visit our Newma rket
store any time for floral, plant or wire service
E, needs. 1

·includi ng:
fall trip signup s
memb ersh ip signup s
multim edia ·slide show
cabins / equip-ment inform ation

FIOrC
.\,.Y
enty:cfas,
.:nc
::::::
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"The:Pffiot: · ,
Peopie"::•,• \

Sp-ec1al1z1ng 1n Interior Plantscape Design
....

& Maintenance
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And no~ carrying flowers for all occasi~ns,
to take horn~ or send anyw~r, e.
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New Peo·ple's Meeting.
at

The N!w Hampshire
(

Come to-room 151 in ·the MUB,for informa tion on
·b ecomin g(a newswr iter
or ph.o tograph er
at

The New Hampshire

.
I
.. ....... ................ -~ .. ....... .. .. .
7 :00p.m. TONIGHT!
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.· · Tremendous selection including rare varieties, \
· informative sales people, superb quality. THE
UNH -PLANTSAL E, IN JOINT COOPERA · TION BY THE MUB and_the professionals from
FLORA' VENTU~ES , INC., "The Plant and
Flow er People." Cail 659-2751 for any question;
\
concerning any plant questions you have.
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of a univers ity vehicle
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New Hampshire
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NOTICE TO TBR UNB COMMUNITY:

.lnterilll Judicial Procedures
·Semester I, 1987-88
. The following procedures will be.in ~£feet for Fall, 1987 in order to facilitate ·
· the handling of judicial case~ ~ntil the task force on UNH Stude.nt Rules,
Regulations, and Judicial Procedures completes its work. It is hoped these
tempor_a ry changes will hel:p restore confidence in the judicial system.
August 13, 1987 ··

I. Unless otherwise noted, currently published rules, regulations, and
.
judicial processes will.be in effect.·. •
II. Sexual Assault Cases (Rule 12.5-3)
A: Women who have been assaulted will be referred ~o the SHARPP Program
for consultation and advocacy support. -A "Victim Assistance Team" will
be available through SHARPP.
B. The woman victimized, her advocate(s), and Public Safety may determine
·
the appropriate person to file charges.
C. The Dean will review the incident report, arty other relevant information,
.
and determine the status of the accused pending a hearing.
D. The Rights of the Accusor(s), the A.c cused, and the interests of the ··
University must be fully taken into account.
· E. The Dean will designate the appropriate Hearing Officer and other
relevant procedures for the hearing. All cases of alleged sexu.al assault,
appeals of sexual assauit, and sexual assault hearings with pending crimi'nal
·
charges, will be heard by hearing Officers.
F. Suspension will he the mi:qimum sanction for any prove~ sexual assault.
.
.
· III. Other .C ases .
· A. · Hearing Officers will be used for all potential evictions, student
organiz.a tion violations, charges presented by non- university personnel
and hearings with pending· criminal charges. A Hearing Officer may be
_
used for other situations as designated under rule 13.27.
L Regarding student prganizations, (including Greek organizations) the
Student Organizations Committee will refer violations to the judicial system.
2. In cases of all minor infractions excepting second infractions and those
noted in A-1, the accused have the option of a He~ring Officer or a Hearing
Board.
3. Non-University-personnel refers to.Durham Police, parents, townspeople,
etc. where a violation-is observed within the University's jurisdiction.
Questions of jusrisdiction will be reviewed by th~ Dean.
,
B. The sanction of eviction will be given when requested by hall staff if
the student(s) is/ are found guilty of cited violations-. ·Also, evictions should
be s~riously cons,idered f_o r_second 'infractions within the. Residen,t ial Life
_
_
.
_
system.
C. Jeopardy of Suspension will be the minimum sanction f9r hazing,
_a lcohol/ drug violations, and second infractions of ~ajor violations.
D. Hearing OH1c-ers wif1f>e-·s e1ec-t ed from -the faculty and staff.• Residential
. Life Hearing Officers will be from the core staff·and may not hear cases
·· -involving their own area of responsibility.

Questions regardin_g the UNH Judicial System should be directed to ·The
Stud~nt Affairs Allied S~rvices Office, _Huddleston Hall (3494)

PAGE TEN.
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Criticism results in caring
The Univers-ity of New Hampshire
community has been_ forced to take a careful
look at itself as -a result of a controversial ·
sexual assault judicial board hearing lasr
May, three rapes and several indecent
exposure incident:s reported in Durham
this summer. There h~s, been healthy and
constructive criticism of our judicial procedures, the administration, the greek system,
students' behavior and their perceived
apathy.
To address these criticisms several
university organization~ have taken the
initiative to educate and protect the student
body. Among the actions taken are the
formation of a senate committee to look

Issues

at sexual abuse, a "towii gown" committee
of Durham town and university officials
to explore the relationship between the
town and university, a sexual assault
awareness and education program sponsored by S.H ..A.R.P.P., an<l the Convocation
at whkh UNH President Gordon Haaland
and Student Body President Warner Jones
will speak to students.
How~ver, these attempts to service the
the university community will go to no ayail
if the students do not respond to the
initiatives taken. These organizations
represent the student body and are only
_as potent as the power the students give
them. Students must participate to make

the University a better place to live.
Often people think the University is a
four year play ground until they enter the
"real world." This -is the real world, with
teal problems and conflicts, but also with
real opportunity for growth and learning.
Returning students ,and freshmen must
take the opportunities presented to them
to inform themselves on the issues that
so effect their lives at the University of
New Ha_mpshire. It is time for the student
~ody to examine its values as a community.
We must infuse ourselves with a sense of
responsibility, respect and sensitiyity to
our peers.

worse than San Diego. Th~ ually by military·states Bush, Dole,
Candidates . ·. even
top two defense contractors are boi:h - and Robertson, in the Republican

men are committing acts of sexual To the Editor:
violence and harrassment' and other · There are two kinds of presiden- _
To the Editor:
men and women together need to _tial cadidates, ·those from the
Not Only a Women's Issue!
become more involved in the prev:- military states and those from the
Three rapes in Durham and · ention of such behavior.
. nonmilitary states. But there is only
George Bernard Shaw once said: one kind ·of elected president since .
several incidents of indecent exposure and verl?al sexual harra_ss- "I doubt if there has been a country 1945: from the military states.
So Truman, Eisenhower,
ment oq. campus during the summer in the world's history where men
combined with last semester's were ashamed of being decent, of Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, Carter,
alleged rape case, 'has caused a great being sober, of being well spoken, and Reagan, all from home states
deal of fear and anger, especiaUy of being well educated, of being above the national average in
among women on campus and in gentle, of being conscientious, as military spending, were winners.
the gr.e ater community. Fear and in America." To whatever degree Dewey, Stevenson, Humphrey,
anger are both understandable and this is true today is regrettable. The McGovern, Ford, and Mondale,
" legitimate responses to these acts purpose of a university, however, from home states below the naof abuse and violence against is to promote higher learning, tional average in military spending,
women and it is important that we · which not only is aimed at how and were all losers.
Today the pattern is repeating
· increase our individual and collec- what one thinks but equally importive ability t"o prevent further tant, how and what one feels and itself. Already Hart and Cuomo,
incidents and to provide support ultimately acts. Thus, as a university from low miliitary states, are out
and protection for both victims and community we 'have a special re- of the race thanks to press treatpotential victims in the community. sponsibility to combat the myopia m~nt. And the only twb Democrats
It must be noted, howeer, that it and prejudice one suffers inviewing from high states, Dukakis ari.d
· has been women's voices, as out- others through sexist lenses. No Gephardt, are leading the polls in
raged victims, that have. been most single group should ever be_placed New Hampshire and Iowa re_spec' evident in these matters. I have i.n the position of feeliQ.g it as a group tively.
Dukakis is campaigning on the
heard much talk by women of how 1s solely responsible for its own
· they must become more vigilant, safety. I ask that all members of Massachusetts economic miracle,
of how they must become more our community- men and women, 97 perc~rit caused by the switch,
security conscious, of how Jhey faculty, staff and students- join from reduced military spending in
must try to ·support each other in together to combat this danger and the •seventies to increased military
defense of their bodies and lives. to create conditions for 'the future spending in the eighties: the same
" This gender~based strategy of self- in which the insidious and immoral causes that produced the Oregon
defense is understandable in a · behavior against women cease. This seventies boom and eighties depresculture which historically has ~eans that we must confront sion. Of the top ten most populous
viewed the whole continuum of acts directly all forms of sexaul harra~s~ . states in the union, only California :
against women through a sexist ment, verbal abuse, and rape. I hope, Iis more militarized than Massachulens. But this is not only a wom- . w_e may count on your help ~s we 'setts. Trends indicate Dukakis will
en's issue, although too many men .· -d1sc~ss these matters further m the be the next president.
Gephardt comes from the most
have responded by blaming the commg weeks.
Richard A. Hersh militarized city of the top twentyvictim or have acted as if there were
no real problem. The fact is, some · Vice President for Academic Affairs f ive cities in ~he n_a tion; St. Louis, ,

i

headquartered in St. Louis, General . r_ace.
Dynamics and McDonnell Douglas.
Kemp of low military Buffalo,. .
N.Y. is also being bypassed grad- ;

Robert Reuschlein
Prof. of Economics
. Univ. of Oregon·
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niversity Forum
To ·the men in the audience:
In my 8 years at UNH, I've worked ·with perhaps
1000 students-at least 400 men. Of those 400, I
can think of only two I consider to be immoral people.
Yet statistics teli me that I've probably worked
·with at least 30 men who, at some point in their
collegee careers, raped or tried to rape someone.
How.can so many basically decent people and
up doing one of the Cruelest things you can do to
another person? The answer, I rhink, is that so
many men don't think of women as people. The
tremendous drive to have sex-and it's really a drive
for power and domination, not just lu~t-lea~s meq
to ignore, at least at crucial moments, the fact that
they are dealing with another human being. ·
Everone values loyalty to friends-you don't turn
on your friends, you don't rip them off, you don't
kick them when they're down. Yet the women at
UNH have relatively little .to fear from the deranged
stranger in the dark alley and a lot more to fear
from you, their classmates and "friends." Surveys
indicate that 60 to 90 percent of college-age rape
victims were attacked by men they knew. The enemy .
is us.
Before the recent phase of the women's movement, men forced themselves on women behind
old myths: "I thought .'no' meant 'yes"' or "She
dressed sexy, she must have wanted it" or "They
aHwant'it, they just don'~ know it yet." _But you

know better than that now. You can't hide behind
those lies. Any man who forces himself on a woman
is certainly darkening her life and possibly ruining
it. No excuse can hide you from that fact.
Many try to excuse themselves by blaming alcohol.
I've heard people say, "They were both drunk. They
were equally responsible." If you're driving drunk ·
and run down someone on the sidewalk who also
happens to be drunk, not even the most irresponsbile
person would blame the pedestrian. Yet m~ny people
blame the drunk q.pe victim, even though usually
her only mistake is trusting a1 male acquaintance.
If you get a woman drunk to take advantage of
her, you're lying to yourself if you get up the next
morning still thinking of yourself as a moral human
being. An intoxicated person is not legally capiible
of giving consent. You wouldn't coerce a male friend
into giving you money or cheating on a paper when
he was drunk.You are witling to lower your standards
so radically to co~rce a woman into something much
more serious and damaging?
The "everybody does it"excuse is even weaker.
If you see ,a bunch of your friends doing something .
you know is illegal, irhinoral, and just plain mean,
no strong moral person is going w join them.
I'm sure by now most men reading this are pisssed
off, thinking that only the small percentage guilty
of the actual .crime needs to be lectured . But have

"I was too drunk to resist''
My name is Karen. I was once a freshman at UNH.
My RA asked me what I would say to a new freshman
on their first days at UNH. You know, pass on some
"words of wisdom." I guess she picked me beause
I had a ·lot of things happen to me; things that .I
thought could only happen to other girls, not a
nice girl like me! And the sad thing is, the
circumstances I'm describing aren't unique, what
happened to me could happen to you.
Well, the fact is, I was raped: It was one of my
first weeks at UNH. Just like a lot of other girls,
I was excited to check out the big parties. I wanted
to meet some nice guys. ·
I went co the party with some girls from my floor;
gids ·who were later to become the best of friends.
But at 'this early stage they were mere acquiantances;
no one I could really trust and no one who really
cared about me that much. Looking back on it now,
I -see that this is one of the problems at the beginning
of the year. I felt all alone. Of course in time I mad~
. some woi1derful friends, hut friendships take a little
time to form.
·
I would like to say to-you is realize how vulnerable
you are those first few weeks and protect yourself.
. Take care of yourself; don't expect someone else
to. Putting a ·few beers into yourself at this point
could make you feel even more out of control than -

you already do. That is what happened to me.
· Remember that the parties almost never run out
of beer; week after week it will be there, so take
plenty of time to sip your beer. Be nice tJ yourself
and stay in control of the situation; at least until
you've had some time to adjust to college life.
What happens when people get drunk is that
they get hornier. It happens to everyone. Being
drunk, it's very easy to lose control of the situation
and end up doing things that you may regret the
next day. Remember that the guys have been
drj nking too, and may not mean what they are saying.
They may tell you you are beautiful and that they
love your: body; but what they really are saying is
that they want tO have sex. I'm not trying to moralize
or anything like that. God knows it would be a case
of calling ''.the kettle black." I just want you to realize
that before you go to bed with that guy, understand
that it most likely is a "one night stand" he is looking
for. And make sure you are protected against
pregnancy (see the Women's Clinic at Hood House
if you aren't) and you are willing to take your chances
with V.D., herpes, and AIDS.
Whether--you say "yes" or "no" to a "one night
stand", it is important that you feel good about
your decis.ion. Don't say "yes" because you think
everyone ·else i~ doing it and yoµ want tq fit in and

By Brock Dethier
you ever done anything to stop wh.a t you knew your
friends were doing? When your buddy talks about
"getting some" from some drunk or over powered
women, do you question his actions or just laugh
along? All men are guilty to some degree of the
attitude that allows rape to go on in what should
be a safe place, among people the victim should
be able to trust.
Try turning your anger on yourself, on a part
of yourself that needs to grow. You can't become
a full human, being-and therefore have the kind
of loving relationships we all really want-until you
recognize that some .o f your insticnts are unhealthy
and unfair, until you get angry with the part of
yourself that can't quite take women seriously. A
male can't grow up in our society-yet-without his
vision being clouded, by the desire to dominate and
overpower women, to see them primarly as obj~cts,
bodies.
·
You've got to admit you have those sexist reactions
and habits, and you'. ve got to fight against the~.
If you learn how to win that fight at UNH, I at
least will feel your education was successful. If you
learn how to let the better p.flrt of you take control,
how ro·be the sort of man that all women can trust,
you'll fit'.1d that a lot more-women like you. And
once you' re comfortable with the change, you may
find that you like yourself a lot better too.

A letter written by a UNH freshman in 1983, reprint
sponsored by: Sexaul Harassment and Rape prevention
ptogram, 862~3614.

be like everyone else at colle_ge. Chances are everyone
else is struggling with similar issues. Say "yes"
because you really want to.
.
·
- Saying "no" was hard for me . I'm not used to
sticking up for my rights. Some guys even made
me feel real guilty for saying "no". They even get
mad sometimes. This is when it's either time to
find the friends you came with and stay with them
. for a while or go home.
.
.
Well, anyway, to go on wit_h my story ... .! had
decided I wanted to go back to the dorm, but by
this time the girls I had ,come with were nowhere
to be found. So, not 'thinking too rationally, I askeq
this guy I met earlier if he would walk me home.
The guy who was supposed to be saving me from
being_ raped ... raped me, in- my own dorm !oom.
I don't. remember how many times I said "no" but
he was>too drink to listen ... and I was too drunk
to resist ...
I hope I have helped someone by telling my story.
I don't meant it to scare you so much you- don't enjoy
yourself. I just want it to scare you enough that
you will stay in control of the situation and be
cautious.
Please take care of yourself; there are a lot of. ·
people who care about you and many more who
will care in the future.
Best of luck to you 'all,
·

KarPn
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NOVEMBER

All films shown at 7pin
and 9:30pm in .the Strafford Room of the MUB
$1 for students
$2 for non-students
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Darkrooms are open for
student use.
·
$30 per semester
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See ALL the MUSO concerts for free· and become
a member o.·f the largest
student-run organization
on campus~ .Contact Leslie·
or Mike for more information. 862-1·485. -
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It Figures: They Dolt Their Own Way
By Jim Carroll
of Boston and there are only ten
Junior electrical engineering bands north of 'Boston and
-major Rick Twombly .is taking probably just as many . clubs
this.,¥ear off from school.
between Maine and New HampHe and his friends Steve shire. I'm not saying we're the
.Moore and Chris Boyle, respec- best band north of Boston, but
tively the guitarist, bassist and there is less competition."
drummer who make up It FigThe route they chose instead
ures, will be playing music and was to send demonstration tapes
trying to promote their album to many different record labels.
to 'be released on Prospective They received a call from Capital
records this Fall. They will be Records but eventually made
making a small tour. of four _· a deal with Su.stones. They later
weeksz.t<-0.,include club dates in changed to Prospective records
New Engiand, Ohio, Illinois and and that is where they now
·
Minnesota, driving themselves stand.
in their new luxury van.
"A lot of the major labels
, "At least it has a good body," wouldn't even send us stuff,"'
says Rick. "Either by its own says Steve. "Unless you're alpower or on the back of a tow .ready produced by soqieone,
truck it's going to make it down they .find you, or you' re already
to Mipneapolis."
on another label,' they laugh."
"It's not like a world tour,"
Rick agrees . "From here it
he says. "I_t' s not even national, would be easier to jump,up to
but it's getting us out of this something else because we're
area. It would be better to take already on a small label and we'll
three or four more weeks, or be getting distribution."
even longer, but everyone still
And distribution is what they
has to hold down jobs at this · deserve. Having opened for acts
point. We can't just get up and such as the Del Fuegos, Til
leave. We have to do baby stuff, Tuesday, Jon Butcher and Huey cover circuit," says Steve. "If kill this song. But we don't Write we'll never be that way.
so right now this our first step." Lewis and the News, they al- we'.re going to play a coverat a hundred songs a month_'._ go
"Even if we could make just
It Figures arrived at their first ready seem to be keeping some all we're going to take an old · away to Africa,, write a hundred enough money to ,g et by that
step by a different route than popular company.
song and make it sound like an . songs arid come back. U su:ally~ V{Ould be great. Beats working
most bands choose, though.
Rick jokingly says, "If you It Figures song. Do it our way, every song we write we play for in a facrory."
Rather than move to the big city · want to make it big, play with kind of make it sound neat."
abput a year or two and then can
This,,year off from school will
and try to make it from the It Figures."
Rick and Steve have been it if it's not doing anything. probably be the year in which
inside out they chose to stay
The band's biggest obstacle · writing songs for It Figures Then we have a lot of songs that Rick finds whether or not he
where they are."
all · along has been the same since they formed four years ago. we keep on playing.
can make a, living at his music.
"You go into Boston and obstacle most bands face: they They estimate they have written
"Om~ ambition is not.to be the
.· 'Tm a sucker for torture," he .
there are six'or seven good clubs play their own material and a total of 60 original songs. '
next _big i:op 40 band or to be says. 'Tll·do this for another
and 2000 bands and you' re just. would rather avoid the lucrative
"We do house cleaning every multi-millionaires or to be the ten years and then start over
another Boston band," says cover band circuit.
once in a while; scratch off all next Duran Duran. We know with a brand new band because
Rick. "Up here you can be
"Being ah original band we the songs we never want tQ hear unless something really changes . I like the ch_allenge of it, whether ·
known as the best band north would rather stay away from th~ again," says Rick. "Kill that song, in the American people's taste we make it or not."

and

Dirty Dancing

Look for Th~ Principal, starring Jim Belu~hi. and Louis Gosset
Jr., and other :movies to be 1featured in these pages.
_..

\ The-.Big Easy

Columbia Pictures .
Dirty Dancing

Vestron Pic:tures
By Kathleen Rice
]ll;st when you thought rhat
the heat of summer was begin-·
ning to fade, two new films crop
up to put t.hat heat on tlte big
screen. One sizzles, ·the other
fizzles.
The sizzler-The Big Easycasts Dennis Quaid, brother of
fellow actor Randy, .a s . the
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corrupt, half-Cajun, New Orle~ns police lieutenant Remy
McSwain, arid Ellen Barkin as
Anne Osborne, the uptight
·assistant D.A. investigating his
·precinct. As McSwain, Quaid
charms with his ear to ear grin
and rougish likeability, while
capturing both the feel of New
Orleans (the film's title is the
city's nickname), and eventually,
the heart of Barkin' s character.
The film's co-theme of drug
war/corrupt cops takes a back- ·
seat to the steamy on-screen
. ch~mistry of. the two lovers in
.,. .,;
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this pre-safe sex era film.
Directed by Jim McBrid~, The
Big Easy is brilliantly cast.
Dennis Quaid finally achieves
star power in this attempt. After
such hopefuls-yet-flops as The
Right Stuff, Enemy Mine, and .
Jaws 3-D, this hit film, along
with the recently released Inner space and the upcoming
movies Suspect ( co-starring
Cher) and D.O.A.should earn
him his rightful pla~e as a star.
Lisa Jane Persky (Peggy Sue Got
Married) holds her own .as the
token fem al~ cqp a_n d Ned

:Beatty tops it off as the folksy
, It is 1963 at a mountain
(yet dirty) police captain.
resort. Orbach is Dr.Jake HouseAt one point in the f~lm, when m an, patriach of a vacaasked· about his fears, McSwain · tion/ mountain resort. Grey is
replies, "Bullets bounce off me." his seventeen year old daughter,
Bullets are sure to bounce o.ff "Baby", who gets entwined with
Dennis Quaid. This is a first rate the lives of the raucous resort
film.
staff, including Swayze's Johnny
y OU could look at Dirty Danc- Castle. The plot is filled with
' ing two ways and have it either cliches, ste-reotypes, and a cookie
sizzle or bomb-the mood sizzles, cutter format complete with a
the plot bombs. Young Jewish kick-up-your-heels ensemble
princess meets older, hunky _dance finale. ·
dance instructor from the other
Left to just dance, Cynthia ,
side of the tracks at a Catskill Rhodes (as Castle's dance inresort. He is responsible for her structor/ partnei;-) would have
sexual aw·a kening while teach- been comendable. Swayze is also
ing her to dance. First time quite a picture as he puts his
director Emile Ardolino has many years of dance training
enlisted the efforts of Jennifer to good use, but is surely no
Gray (actor Joel Gray is her show case of acting talent. Grey
father), Patrick Swayze (Red comes across, equally well as
Dawn, North and So·uth book both the awkward ugly duckling
II, Youngblo _o d), Cynthi _a and, by ,the film's. end, the
·Rhodes (Staying Alive, Flash- · graceful dancing queen.
dance), and Jerry Orbach (look
If you're lookingJor a light,
for him in a new CBS series The feel-good movie, although the
Law and Harry McGraw-a spi- music and dancing are infectious
noff of his Murder, She W rot.e and upbeat, don't expect much
-character).
else from Dirty /)an~ing.
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One Cra zy Sum mer
·By Arthur Lizi~-- --- ....-- -- - ·-- ... album since his-departure from

Labor.Day is much the same ·Boston's J. Geils Band, Peter drum ..combo and featuring acid
- as Christmas for college stt;1- Wolf has strayed even further laced, mind bending guitar· solos, _
dents, an enjoyabie day to both from his roots to even more - the debut SST release from
have some fun and take a look mixed results. Although most Blind · Idiot God is essential
back on the past before getting of the ,songs are as good as listening. If you've. listened to
back into the typical old grind... Peter's ever had and the band a couple of records that you ·
With that festive thought in is as solid as Sam Horn's bat, · thought didn't have enough
\mind, let's take a trip back over the production is much too slick. guit:ar solos on them, don't
some of the musical happenings Only on "Thick as Thieves" does worry, these guys probably have
of the ·summer before we settle any rocking occur:. Most of the some they can spare. If your
into the old grind. This list is, .other material is just too high tastes run either the metal route
for obvious reasons, is not very tech. Peter, on the next record of Aerosmith and Hendrix or
comprehensive , but, is pretty take your own advice from Sun the more punk .(what an awful
' much just one person's ·selective City and "get down to the real word) trail of Black Flag and .
• Metallica, this instrumental
· ramblings.
nitty gritty," and rock.
·
mind teaser is for you.
The -Call-In The Woods Tom Verlaine -Flash Light
Tirez Tirez -Social ResponElektra-The Call can be seen I.R.S.-On Flash Light, current
as leaders of a · new ·brand legend, former co-leader of the sibility PMRC/1.R.S.-T his reAmerican band. Unlike the seminal new wave group Tel- cord is a must listen for anyone
. Springsteens, Mellencamps and evision Tom Verlaine weaves who puppoi_:ts to be -i nto Amerothers of the country, The Call, a psychotic portrait of a man ican bands. Although he of ten featuring singer/bassist Michael lost in a new America through employs a drum machine on
Been, does not explore the a series of disjoint.e d narratives. record, multi-instrume ntalist
physically apparent effects of - With classic mid-seventies-N ew Mikel Rouse still mantains the
the downtrodderi~s plight, rath- Yotk phrasing, a la Joey Ra- homey and personal jangly feel
er he expounds µiore celebral, mone, David Johansen and_ of America's best bands. The
more universal appeal. "I Don't · others:, Verlaine, often sounding social responsibility of the title Valens songs including "La
Wanna" is a hea-.rt wrenching like Little Jerry, the muppet rests with the listeners, asRouse Bamba," "Donna," _and "Ooh!
:tale oflove in spiteof itself, "It singer in Little Jerry and The makes problems apparent, yet My Head."•Brian Setzer contribCould Have Been Me" is a Monotones., uplifts and _de- leaves the proof of s~lution with utes an Eddie Cochran song,
retelling of the prcidigal son tale, - presses a( th_e ·s~me time. The the listener. Worth searching Marshall Crenshaw pitches in
a Buddy Holly tune, and Howard
and "In The River" tells the all textbook guitar Jessons are also out.
Saint Vitus-Thirsty and Mis- Huntsberry relinquishes a Jackie
'too known woes of war. Al- quite apparent on 'most of the though the swing in the -group's • songs, especially the strongest· erable SST-Saint Vitus, the ·Wilson song . . All of this . is
sound is towards keyboards, it _ track "Cry Mercy Judge." Over-_ patron saints of heavy metal, ' executed in a highly respectable,
is guitarist Tom Ferrier who · all, a rewarding journey for the rumble back to life on this three crediqle, and rec~mmended
song EP fea't uring a cover of ·• _.manner.
takes a much deserved step into active listener.
Faith No More-Introduc e
Black Flag's "Thirsty and Misthe spotlight_'! This record deUB40 CCCP-Live In Moscow
Yourself
Slash-Faith No More
erable."
The
Flag
song,
"The:
serves to be popular.
A&M-F_r om the stylish cover Frozen GhostAtlant ic- right down to the generous End OfThe End" and "Look earn points for being the band
· Frozen Ghost's debut album rs inclusion of thirteen songs, Behind You" are all essential on the first Pop-O-Pies record,
similar in many respects to The UB40 did this record right. listening for anyone who misses The White BP, but that's about
Fixx's debut LP. Both are en- · Culled from concerts in Mbscow the Ozzy era of Black Sabbath. · it. This type of mid tempo·
joyable records of mindless fun, last year, before the much more All three of the songs are a little metal-edge sludge may be more
. each with a false sense of publicized Billy Joel jaunt, this subdued, but still muddy enough interesting with a ·more listenable lead singer or partially
i m po r t a ·n c e . V o c a 1 - strong mix of pop and reggae to. be fun.
relevant lyrics, but it just doesn't
Lawndale-Sasq
u~tch
Rock
ist/keyboardis t Arnold Lami delivers all that a live record
and bassist Wolf Hassell seem should. Although the emphasis SST-Lawndale are The Ven- cut it as it is. Maybe they are
to work well together, and 1 is a bit heavy on both the last tures r-aised in the eighties. contributing to some of the
hopefully they'll work out their .' record (Rat In The Kitchen), Lawndale are surf music written problems with rock about which
problems as The Fixx have, but: 1 and covers, including their about the moments after the they wail. Chacque a son coeur.
William Orbit-Orbit I.R.S.in the future they'll need more biggest hit on these shores, "I wave has crashed. Lawndale are
songs like the rightfully majestic Got You Babe," sans Chrissie great. Lawndale manage. to . With Torch Song, essentially
"Should I See" and the·acous- Hynde, this .record serves as desecrate the sanctity of both just himself and singer Laurie
tically inventive "Beware The either a perfect completion or Dave Brubeck ·and Led Zepplin Meyer, William Orbit produced
Masque 1 ' and less of t9e mind - as a .INOrthy primer to the in "Take Five." "M:1rch of The jazzy/ s pacy/ cocktail music. On
Melted Anpy Men" is the best his own, he does the same thing,
rubbish -such as "Yum Bai Ya." , group's.wealth of material. song
title in .a long time. The · this time w-ith singer Peta
Peter Wolf-Come As You
Blind Idiot God-SST- Are~MI-On :his second solo _ Ancho~ed by a manic bass and song isn't bad either. Get this N ikolich, but for some reason,
record only if you want to have it is much, much better. Perhaps
it's because this record is more
fun.
La Bamba-Origina l Motion idiosynchratic, not as faceless.
Picture Soundtrack Slash-This On it, Orbit actually sings on
record is number one on the "Clung Ann," shows some Lou
· Billboard chart right now, so Reed tinges on "Fool To Myyou probably already know self," and amusingly covers the
about it. Just in case, you don't; _Psychedelic Furs' "Love My
Los· Lobos cover eight Ritchie Way." This record is a great

----<---------------------------,.

improvement over past works.
Roger Daltrey-Can't Wait To
See The ,Movie Atlantic-Don't
worry, you can wait to see the
movie. It's bad practice to judge ·
.records by their covers, but on
this one, featuring the former
Who mouthpiece slicked out in
· a sterile setting, it's. quite safe.
Daltrey' s golden voite goes to
waste· on a series of lame songs
not fit for the man who once
belted out "Won't Get Fooled
Again." Somebody from Nighr·
_Ranger wrote one of the songs.
Enough said.
Fire Town-In the Heart Of
the Heart Country Atlantic.,.
Although this four piece band
from Madison, WI doesn't rock
as much as possible, they do
present some pleasant surprises.
Tight songs, entert-aining~melodies, adequate musicianship
are always pleasant surprises.
Most of the material runs American a la Wire Train.· "Favorite
Song" is mine.
Grateful Dead-In the Dark
Arista-Coming from a group
of old, portly, acid heads, In the
Dark is a surprisingly good
record. Although they are still stuck in tl;ie sixties, they have
updated their sound enough to
find a home on eighties AOR
radio. The best track is "Throwing Stones," a loose, playful
social commentary. No one
could be ashamed of.churning
out music this refreshing after
all they've been through.

The dB~ Retu rn
The dB's
The Sound Of Music

I.R.S.
By Ric Dube

The dB's: Gene Holder; Peter Holsapple,
Will. Rigby, Jeff ,Beninato. _ · ·
·
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;For a good .decade or so. the
dB's have been creating some
of the neatest DOD to fail to grace
the charts. Tight, upbeat, and
happy, the intricate dittys often
sink so deep the listener misses
the hooks on the first dig . "I
don't care about love and death/
·1 just wanna catch my breath,_"
sings Peter H9lsapp le (gu1- . tar/vocals) on "Any Old Thing."
. Strange though. for a band
that seems to think it's all
happening too fast, _they certainly enjoy taking their time.
It's been three years since the
release of Like This, their
portrait of tht= trials .and trib-'
ulations of happy guys gettin'

~i;i\~:,;;r·'" ·'.~· · ., .. ····· ·--~·'

,. ..,, ·· ······-~··":··~. '.· ·:i?(;{{+ft:f 1h;;~j{/f
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romantic with happy girls:--:The deceivingly lacivious writing first two dB's albuyms, Reper- style ("Happenstan ce") has
cussions, and Stands For Decib- · alway,s complimented Holsapels, released on Albion, Records, pie's innocent bounce. That
went unnoticed by most of the touch is missing here, but•is
world and actually date_ back to made up for in great cut~ like
1980.
''Think Too Hard" and '_'Molly
But when excellence is cer- Says."
.
tain, it's worth waiting for (heyJ
Top 40 radio seems ready to
take the new Boston album for accept The dB's judging from
instance) (take it please,ed.). 'I Lie,'' Holsapple' s quiet
The Sound Of Music is an not confession-of humanism. The exception to that expectation. song is blanketed with a·gentle
Although requiring perhaps a touch of keyboards and a layer
few listens to push the listener's of soft harmonies. The tune.may
_mind into the "bop?)section of not be classic, down in history
the brain, once it's there it takes originality, but it certainly isn't
up permanent residence. This goopy MTV crud a la Richard
Lp is ter~ific, and actually boa_sts Marx either.
a_rawer producion than Like
The Sound Of Music is exactly
This.
as the title promises and as pure
Sound is the second Lp with- as The dB's can be. Supporting
out original guitarist and writer th~ a_rgument that basic is be~ter,
Chris Stamey. Stamey's whining this .1s on~ pop record that nngs
, ,v?c.a,l_~-~-<,:.:1s;~_.r~?~, JW~).) !pg.,~ _,~,r~~,.-9)cqt.,_.. o •n , t ;o --s r .,H;
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Open ·Lette r to Stude nts
Ann: -.. I first met him at a party. He was really good looking and he had a great smile. I wanted to
meet him but I wasn't sure now. I didn't want to appear too forward. Then he came over and introduced
himself. We talked and found we had a lot in common. I really liked him. When he asked me over
to his place· for a drink I thought it would be OK. He was such a good listener, and I wanted him
.
.
·
.
to ask me out again.
When we got to his room the only place to sit was on the bed. I didn't wa,;it him to get the wrong
idea but what else ·c ould I do? We talked for a while and then he made his move. I was so startled.
He started by kissing. I really liked him so the kissing was nice. But then he pushed me down on
the bed. I tried to get up and I told him to stop. He was so much bigger and stronger. l got scared·,
·
and I started to cry. I froze and he raped me. ·
It took only a coule of minutes and it was terrible, he was so rough. When it was over he kept
asking me wliat was wrong like he didn't know. He had just forced himself on me and he thought
that was OK. He drove me home and said he wanted to see me again; I'm so afraid to run into liim
on campus. I never thought it would happen to me .... "
Jim: "I first met her _at a p~rty. She looked really ho!, wearing a sexy dress that sh~~ed off her gr_eat
body. We s_tarted talkmg nght away. I knew that she liked me oy the way she kept smtlmg an4 toucbmg
my ar~ ~htle,~he was seeakmg. She ~eemed pretty relaxed so I asked her back to my place for a dnnk ... when
she said yes, I knew that I was gomg to be lucky!
When we got to my place we sat on the bed kissing. At first, everything was great. Then, when
I started to fay her down on the bed she started twistmg and saying she didn't want to. Most girls
don't like to appear too easy so .I knew she was just going through the motions. When she stopped
·
struggling I knew that she would have to throw in some tears before we did it.
She ~as still very upset afterwards ~nd I just don't under~tand it! If she didn't want to have sex
why did she come back to my room with me? You could tell by the way she dres.sed and acted ·that
·
she was no virgin, so why she had to put up such a big struggle I don't know ... "
Dear Student:

..;.

If you can identify with Ann or Jim's situation, there are people who care and want to help. Women
can contact the Sexual Harassement and Rape Prevention Program (SHARPP) which provides victims
of rape and other sexual offenses with confidential legal, emotional, and medical surport. Please call
Maggie Morrison, SHARPP Coordinator, (862-3614). Men can contact the Dean o Students Office,
·
Dan Garvery (862-2050), or the office of Counseling and Testin_g (862-2090) for similar services.
A variety of surveys done nationally indicate tfiat twenty-five percent of women in college today have
been the victims of rape or attemrted rape, and nearly: 90 percent of them knew their assailants. Ac;quaintance
rape and other forms of sexua violence are a reality. As an institution of higher learning, we have a
greater responsibility-as well as an opportunity-to educate ourselves and members of our community
·
·
above and beyond traditional academic concerns.
.
.
Severa~ grou_ps ~ave been ~orking this summer to take 2ositive steps for t~e fall:_
-A Judteial Review Committee, made up of faculty, staff and students, will begm an m-depth evaluat10n
of our entire judicial system. An interim judicial policy currently is in effect through the fall semster,
which provides trained hearing officers for major cases, like rape, and a list of advocates with training
in the areas of sexaul assault. In addition, ·the interim policy mandates that suspension will be the minimum
sanction for any proven sexual assault. For more information, contact Cindy Garthwaite, Assistant to
·
the Dean for Student Affiars 862-2050.
-Presentations a,nd programs are scheduled throghout the academic year and will be open to the university
. d s, " w1·11 b e .spea k"1ng
. . F nen
. d s R aping
coBmmu~ityS.
. am pus. G ang' R ape " an d "F nen
• ern1ce an di er, aut h or o f "C
of the MUB.
Room
Strafford
the
in
p.m.
7
at
6th,
October
on
campues
college
on acquaintance rape on
.
. .• SHARPP_ will be _erovidiqg frogra~s i~ Greek houses and Residence Halls.
• The President qf UNH w1l be dehvermgan address at an all campus convocat10n on September 120th.
, .
·
· One of the topics will be "Violence Against. Women."
• Through a series of discussions led by male faculty, administrators, and student leaders, a male student
will have an opportunity to explore . the complex issues surrounding male attitudes and behavior towards
women.
-For victims of rape, UNH will be- using a response team approach-with members from the Dean
of Students office, Public Safety, Health Services, the County Attorney's office and one .of the seven
crisis counselors trained by SHARPP. Victims will be initially counseled by a rape crisis counselor and
with the approval of the victim, the counselor will support her/ him through the medical, legal and
· . ·
. .
·_ ·
· .
academic systems.
-The first edition of The New Hampshire, UNH's student newspaper, will be devoted to addressing
.
· ·
the OJ>inions, ideas and aftermath of the alleged rape case last May.
-A PULSE survey will be conducted by the Dean of Students and the Student Senate. The purJ>ose
of this sur.vey is to explore student attitudes and experiences regarding .sexa1J,l assault, and to look into
the n~eds f~r improv1~g se~vices and safety )n t~at area. Stude_nt _g overn_ment will use the survey as
a startmg _pomt for contmued improvement of UNH s response to v10lence agamst women.
· In closrng, we ask that you give serious thought to male/female relationships in general and how
we can better communicate with each other in order to prevent unwanted sexual advances. Our hope
is. that our plans for the fall list.e d above, will begin a long term discussion on a real and serious issue
facing soci~ty. By addressing this issue, we will grow, both as a community and as individuals, in working
.
towai;-d posltlve change for. the future.
.
·
·
Sincerefy
Sabra Clarke
,
Warner Iones
Student Body Vice President
Student Body President

. Wa/2/tll/l /. {fo-rt66 ~
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. (continued fro~ page 1)
J:uly 22 who were takmg ·
summer courses. The letter
'stressed rape prevention and
)safety measures to follow, she
1said.
"Basically; the letter was the
fastest and easiest way to l_e t
·everybody know what was going
on," she said. "Also, RAs and
,hall directors have been notified.
.They are very aware of the facts
and are in a position to share
information with their students
/on their floors."
Also, a letter from President
)Haaland will be sent to the
;community "dealing with the
•"·occurrences of last spri~g _a nd
the difficulties in our communr
ity," said]. Gregg Sanborn, Dean
for Student Affairs.
·
·
"Unfortunately, we do have
. the problem; and do need to
focus on the problem of sexual
·assault/' he Stlid.
Sanborn said he, believes
UNH has an "image .problem"
,due to all the negative publicity
1
it h~s been receiving because
;of the rapes and -problem-last
semester in Stoke Hall. ·
) "Without any question, when
'a n .incident such as the one last
,spring occurs, it effects one's
image," he said. "But while
image is important as an insti'tution, it's more important to
, be open and candid, and recog1nize the problem. I think this
will hold us in better status in
,the future, and people will
recognize that.''
. · Sanborn said he addr~ssed the
·;issue of sexual assault with
,parents during freshman orien,ta tion at the parent sessions.
Also, he said, he wrote an article
in the Aqgust issue of Paren.lhesis, the UNH parent newsletter, which addressed "the
incidences of the past year."
' He said he also met with the
:parent.'s board assodation on
,August 16 to discuss what went
,on.
"Parents, I think for the most
part, understand we are a com'munity and do have problems
as any relatively large commun1ity has," Sanborn .said. "Hope)fully, such ip.cidences will not
:happen in the future."
10m

by Mike Peters
.87 Tribune Media Services. Inc
I Rigti1s Reserved
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by Berke Breathed
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(continued from page 5)
'use of four indoor tennis courts,
iah indoor ·basketball court,
,racquetball courts, as well as
aerobics studio -and weight
room. This will be the first
1
semester that UNH student.s
will be able to take adv~ntage
)of both facilities with only one
>membership. , Clark said he hopes to 1000
student members soon who will
to combine working out with
socializing in the restaurant and
lounge.
"Kids come to socialize as
weU as work out, and we try to
provide for both," said Clark.

. GEEl(O\D.'

SHOE

J!y {eff MacNel/yLCOK.f<O'Z. ... WE. -

eoru KNOW I U/J..VE.

AWE,M~ ...

BVT WN'T ,AKE IT
OUTON"TUE FCOD.

FOOTBALL
HOCKEY
BASKETBALL
BASEBALL

read it
write it
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CLASSIFIED
1980 Subraru GL Stat/on wagon, 5 speed,
93,000 miles, somE) rust, dependable
transportation to and frnm school or work.
Need money, $600 or best offer. Call
Noreen 749-3180.

.Waterbed for sale: Queen with bookcase
borad, Only $150 disassembled, ready
head_
to go, 742-1737 or 749-5147, Greg

MUST sell-Toyota Tercel, sounds like new
and reconditioned engine, 5 speed and
very economical. New brakes, shocks, and
inspectable. Very little rust. Asking $1050
or best offer. Call evenings or before 1O
a.m. mornings. ASk.for Carlos 868-7256,

'73 Volvo wagon, 1 owner, well maintained,
mechanically sound, reliable transportation, Alpine stereo, $1,500, ASK: Peter 8624074

THE-FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

©i9B7 Universal Press Syndicate

[ .

l[Il]

~elp Wanted

I. ____ Perso_nals

AISEC .. An international affair. Come join
the world's largest non-profit, non-political
student business organization. Membership
meeting on Wed. _Sept. 9 at 7 p.m. in
McConnell 312. AISEC-The name means
opportunity!

Student wanted to take care of two children
in our lovely country home in Rollinsford.
Must be caring, responsible, non-smoker.
References a- must. Salary negotiable. Will
'try to work with your school schedule. Livein arrangement possible for the right
person. Call 742-6.008 evenings,

Tall, Strong, Athletic-men and women
wanted to join ·one of UNH's most demand. ing team sports, if you missed the team
meeting contact a coach at the crew office.
Ext. 2074

"I love this job" the TA$k Center is looking
_ for sophomores, juniors or seniors in good
academic standing for the position of
Tutor / Counselor. If you'd like to work in
a stirr_iulating·supportive environment, drop
by or call by Sept. 14. Work study preferred.
TASk, 21 Madbury Rd . 862-3698

Learn Astrology-Learn about new age
astrology and your daily astroluck. Send
self addressed stamped envelope, to P.S.
Gibson, 2051 Pioneer trail L-237, New
. Smyrna Beach, Fla. 32069

Personal care attendent, $6/hr. No ex~
perience needed. Hours negotiable. Call
Dan at 692-4764 evenings.

Have you ever though about acquaintance
rape and the forms it takes? It can happen
with someone you just met or someone
you know and trust.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost 1 pair Micron pro gold medalic hockey
s~were in a blue hand bag. Contact
skate_
Sean C.-Asst. hockey Coa9h 862-3882

UNH ESCORT SERVICE-USE IT!!!!ll!
If you think you have been raped, call
someone who cares . Call the UNH Crisis
Counselors ~862-1212, 24 h·ours a day.
UNH Dispatch will contact a counselor
for you . Confidentiality absolutE:IY assured.

Lost 1 pair Micron pro gold medalic hockey
skates -were in a blue hand _bag. Contact
Sean C.-Asst. Hockey Coach 862 -3882
Lost 1 pair Micron pro gold medalic hockey
skates-were in a ulue hand bag . Contact
Sean C.-Asst. Hockey Coach 862-3882

For the best pri ce on a UNH Coed Naked
Lacrossse shirt see Eli at Kappa Sigma.
Only $10

Lost 1 pair Micron pro gold medalic hockey
skates-were in a blue hand bag . Contact
Sean C.-Asst. Hockey Coach 862-3882

KEITH-I love you now and late r. Happy
Anniversary. Get your room organized so
dying. I love you. NO2
that you can start stu_

SERVICES

Guitar lessons by Randy A. co-founde r
of Do'a World Music El'isemble ; jazz,
clas.sical , theory, acou's tic , blues / rock;
reasonalbe rates Call 659-3613 / 5779

New Hampshire Outing Club-Opening
Meeting Wednesday, Sept. 9 in the Granite
State Room, MUS, From 7-9 p.m.
MUSO. Production/Security help r:ieeded!
See all MUSO shows for free and become
a part of the largest student run organization
on campus. Stop my room 148 in the MUS
or call Leslie or Mike 862-1485 for more
details.
TALL, strong, athletic- men and women
wanted to become a part of UNH CREW,
If you missed the team meeting, contact
the crew office. Ext. 207 4
AISEC ..the name mean? opportunity. Build
confidence and leadership skills . Meet
people from foreign countries. Corne to
an organizational meeting of AISEC on
Wed. Sept. 9 at 7 p.m. in McConnell 312.
Join AISEC and meet the world!
Darkroom sign up beginning this week in
the MUSO office. Room 148 in t he MUS
or call 862-1485 ask for Ro.b or Sandy :
$30.00 per semester.
New Hampshire Ou t ing Club-Opening
Meeting Wednesday, Sept. 9 in the.Granite
State Room, MUS, From 7-9 p.m .
MUSO Production / Seeurity help needed!
See all MUSO shows for free and becom e
apart of the largest student run organization
on campus. Stop my room .148 in the MUS
or call Leslie or Mi ke 862-1 485 for more
details.

HI TO EVERYONE I KNOW IN HALL
HOUSE . GOOD LUCK WITH GRADES
THIS SEMESTER AND I'll VISIT EVEN
THOUGH I DO NOT LIVE THERE ANYMORE. LOVE YA NO2

Lost 1 pair Micron pro gold medalic hockey
skates -were in a blue hand bag. Contact
Sean C. -Asst. Hockey Coach 862-3882

Explore music in my home-study voice,
piano, violin, recorder , lute, theory or
renaissance music privately and in ensemble. All ages welcome. Call Persis E.
in Durham at 659-.2721

_l[j}

Muso·Production/Security help needed!
See all MUSO shows for free and become
a part of the largest student run organization
on·eampus. Stop my room 148 in the MUS
or call Leslie or Mike 8'62-148~ for more
details.

NO2 is back ..... .

TALL, strong , athl etic- men and women
wanted to become a p~art of UNH CREW.
If you missed the team meeting , con tact
the crew office. Ext. 207 4
New Hampshire Outing Club-Opening
-Meeting Wednesday, Sept. 9 in the Granite
State Room , MUB, From 7-9 p.m.

Lyena - H-ere 's a personal for you out in
California . So how's the real world out
there ? I miss ya and wish you hadn 't
. graduated. Love ya. NO2

AISEC .. the name. means opportunity. Build
confidence and leadership skills . Meet
peole from foreign countries . Come to an
New Hampshire Outing Club-Opening
organizational meeting of AISEC on Wed.
Meeting Wednesday, Sept. g·in the Granite ·
·Sept. 9 at 7 p.m. in McConnell 312 . Joir:i
State Room , MUS, From 7-9 p.m.
AISEC and meet the worldl
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Help Creat_e Something UNH Can Be Proud Of...

II

MA IN STR EET
_

.

,

. .

_.
Magazine
UNH's Monthly
.
. .

.
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_The Student Press is looking for talentecl Writets,
Photographers, Production Workers, and Ads Salespeople

I

--------------------------------

I

1

MAIN STREET gives you an opportunity to:

a

•Cover the issues in a way a newspaper cannot.
■ Report on the politicians.
•Reach the students with stories of human interest.
If you have the talent" to help create a magazir,ie UNH will notice and be proud of,

.I
I
I
I

we need you. The Student Press compensates for all published items. It's a great opportunity
- and a great excuse to explore that great big world that's out there waiting for you...

I,

·1

.•

General Meeting: 7:30 .pm Thursday, Sept. _9

1

II
I

I

'

I

·

1
1
1

Room 15-3 MUB
If you can't make it call 862-2730
·

'

'
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I
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------FOOTBALL-~---· (continued from page 20)

by game's end was almost ready dage man, was injured in pracfor 't he men in the white sufrs. rice prior to .t he game arrd is out
."I was having a few flashbacks," for two weeks with ligament
admitted Shealy, whose team · damage in his kn_ee. "Hopefully,
lost some tough ones last year. · . we'll see Todd back hy the BU
"I almost had a nervous break- game," said Bowes ... Wildcat
down.''.. .
-·
· kicker Eric Facey is in hot
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• pursuit of a few records, me
. 1u d .:.
. WILDCAT NOTES AND irig field goal percentage and
QUOTES:
most career PAT's ... On defense,
Due to the breakdown of The the loss of All-American Ilia
New Hampshire's computers, Jarostchuk will hurt, but his
our football pr_eview in Friday's brother, Basil, will return. John
issue was cancelled... Bowes said Dubots and Bob Murray will
after the game that he is 95.% battle it out for · the other
sure that Bobby Jean will take defensive end spot ... The def:..
over ·the quarterbacking on ensive line has never looked
September 19th against Boston bcHter, with co-captain Paul
University ... The loss of two Boulay, Kevin Doherty, and Bill
offensive guards (Joe Thomson O'Malley all up front.~ •.Coand Mike Carter) opens up spots captain Scott Curtis will lead
for All-American candidate the linebacking corps, with Ron
John Driscoll, Gardner Gen- Silva, Will Tychsen, and T.J.
dron, Frank Maguire and Fr~d ·Reap slated to see a lot of
fluth: . .Jim Prendible returns time ... As for die secondary,
as the team's center.:.. As for the Bowt;s can look to Garry Jordan,
running backs, Norm.Ford, last Tim Byrne, Bill Farrell, Dan
year's surprise, .will do most of Smith, Ryan Jones, Eric Thompthe rushing from his tailback son, Tom Joy, and Bobby Mitspot, while Matt Banbury should chell for help ... Saturday's game
see Some duty at fullback. .. Todd prompted an interesting ques Urbanik, last year's short yar- tion: 'When was the last time

UNH was shut out? Answer:
1982 against UMass, 27-0 ... The
officials wore shorts Saturday.
When was the last time that
happened? ... Two of UNH's
finest were under the watchful
"'eye of one NFL scout, Bob
.
O'Con. "O'Conne11 of t h e P atnots.
. nell was here to report on Scott
Curtis and John Driscoll ... A .
scout from the World Champion
New York Giants was supposed .
to show, but never did: .. Rich-i
mond QB Jeff Snead is the son.
of former NFLer Norm Snead .. .Ilia Jarostchuk, who was
picked in the.fourth round by
the Sc Louis Cardinals, appears
to be a lock to. make the .team.
~nd_re Garron, a 1985 ~radu~te,f
1s still on the I<ansas C!tY Chiefs'·
. roster, but fellow classmates.:·
Tom Flanagan and Brian ·
. O'Ne'1ll didn't fare as well.
Flanagan was cut by the Jets,.
· O'Neill by the Dolphins ... 1984
gr.aduate Ken Kaplan ·was released by the Packers ~arlier this
summer. .. The Wildcats have
· two weeks to revive their offense. The tFavel to Boston on
the 19th to play the Terdc:_rs .. .

.
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September

September

9- at Maine
· 14 - IOWA (at BC)
16 - VERMONT, 3:00
19 - at Connecticut
22 - HOLY CROSS, 3:00
• ..26 - at Penn State
27 - at Lock Haven

••
•

Sep~ember

9 - at Central Connecticut
11 - at Boston College
16 - MASSACHUSETTS, 3:00
19 - PROVIDENCE., 2:00
23 - KEENE STATE, 3:.00
27 - at Hartford
29 - at Plymouth State

October

15 - BOSTON UNIVERSITY, 3:00
18 - at "Rutgers
19 - at Cornell
23 - HARVARD, TBA
26 - at Rhode Island
29 - BOSTON COLLEGE

· 2 - ·at Maine
7 - at Babson
10 - VERMONT, 2:00
14 - OARTMOUTH, 3:00
20 - BOSTON UNIVERSITY, 3:00
26 - at Northeastern
30 - at Rhode Island

1

November

~~•·n

.•.

1·

:·
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:
:
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:•
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:

•
:••

•
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•••
•••
•
•••
•
•••
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1
n 0~~

4 - at Northeastern
8 - at No_rthCarolina

..•
•

Octobe.r .- _

·October

4- WEST.CHESTER, 1:00
7 - BOSTON UNIVERSITY, 3:30'
9 - at Providence
14 - DARTMOUTH, 3:30
17 ·- MASSACHUSETTS; 12:00
20 - at Harvard
27 - SPRINGFIELD, 3:30
• 29 - at Boston College

•••

.

· l - at New Hampshire College
3 - PROVIDENCE, 3:30
6 - MASSACHUSETTS, 3:0_0
8 - ST. ANSLEM'S, 3:00
11 - at Princeton
12 - at Connecticut
18 - at Vermont
21 - at Hartford
24 - YALE, 3:30
28 - at Holy Cross
31.; at Keene State

NovetQber·
3 -· Dartmouth
7-8 - ECAe Championships

.
.
:
.
>···································································~···············································~
I~i
. ..· . WOMEN'S TENNISSCHEDULE
i. MEN'S TENNIS SCHEDULE !
.

'

18 - at Maine

6 .. PROVIDENCE, 3:30

.

21 • BOWDOIN, 3:30

8 _at Dartmouth

:

14 · PROVIDENCE, 3:30

·

23 - at Dartmouth

lO _ RHODE ISLAND, 1:00

:

16 - MASSACHUSETTS, 3:00

.

25 iMASSACHUSETIS, 3:30

l :septeniber· 12 ,- at Vermont

:
r

October

1- at Harvard

:

)

1

. ••
:

. 28. ...·y·..u· FTS , 3 :30

. ·

'

'

.

.

.

September

25-26- at ECAC's (Albany, NY)

:

i

12 _ COLBY, 3:30 .

.
:

29 - BOSTON UNIVERSITY, 3:00 •

.18- MAINE, 3:00

· October
2 - at .Connecticut

17-18 - Seaboard Conference T. ournament :• 21 - BENTLEY, 3:00

30-CENTRALCOfl\lNf:CTICl)T,,~:30 ' ~ : , ; ·23L25-~e>Y, ~~gl~qcfs, . .·

.

. .. . _, : ~~--~t.~~r~~nf,,4:00

.. ,
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Lady'Cats hope to contin·u e ·w inning way
coached the 1985 women's la- Didio says "is a ve.ry smart
playe,r who will control the ·
crosse team to a na.:ional title.
defense."
·
as
herself
proven
has
Didio
One gets the ideii that field
On offense there is some need
an excellent coach but-this year ·
hockey coach Marisa Didio has
concern as the Wildcats· lost
for
use
a
Bec.
toughest.
her
be
might
excelled at almost every chalshe lost five superstars to gra- their three top scorers. The only
lenge she has ever undertaken
duation, D1dio is forced to field proven player on the_offensive
and coaching is certainly no
end is senior center forward Lori
many inexperienced players.
"We have lost five ;,trong, Mercier.. ;She is always a threat ..
solid players," said Didio. "So : If I was a player I would not want
it is not going to be a year of to play against her," said Didio.
Coach Didio realizes the need
the superstar but we will be
more balanced. With the gra- for experimentation on offense.
duation of those strong _players, "It may be difficult to find the
it's .opened doors for others to best balance and we may have_
take on new responsibility,and to shuffle some players around,"
Lshe said. "But_ positional
they are eager to do that."
"They -are coQ.fident that they switches have always been a key
can do it. We are putting some for us. We have players with •
mature players on the field. We versatility that can _adapt to new
have a strong core of seniors _roles."
"When you have a team that;
underneath players who have
has achieved what they have we
not played before."
Leading the team this year · can not be concerned with past
will be the co-captains Patty experiences. They cannot get
Drury, Kate Dumphy, and Mi- impatient with their development'- At times they get fruschele Flannell.
Drury and Dumphy are se - trated with the way they ar e
niors this year and play midfield playingt said Didio.
1
NOTES: The Wildcats lost
an_g. back respectively. "Patty
can mark or run with any the championship game 2-1 to
the Iowa Hawkeyes in double
forward."
In the midfield Dumphy is overtime. But coach Didio. rarely
the key player. But there are thinks about .the heartbraking
definite questions as to her loss. "The final game does not
health as she was forced to red- stick in my mind. That game is
shirt last year due to a knee not the most important thing.
The process of · reaching the
.
.
injury.
As a netminder Flannell pro- : Final Four is more important
tects the goal like a pit bull than the game." ... The US Naterrier protects its master's tional Team is awaiting word
house. Last year she had a (.876) about making the Olympics in_
save percentage and only al- Seoul. After a poor year in 1986
lowed 1.17 goals per game. "Her they rebounded by doing well
physical and mental game have in a tournament in Edinburgh,
ii;nproved and I am expecting Scotland and finished second
a solid year out of her," said in the Pan Am Games. lncidentially, there ·are three· former
Didio.
, Fortunately the 'Cats do not . UNH players on the team:
have -to solely depend on their · Sandi Costigan, Sandi Vander·
-- ·
,The UNH field hockey team swings into action Wednesday w_he~ they travel to ?ron~ ~o . captains as swe~per Cyndy Cald- Heyden, and Barbara Marois:
tangle with i:he Black Bears from UMaine. Could it be another wmnmg year for Marisa D1d10 , well is a two-year starter who

By John Kelley

exception. To put it simply., she coach in New England. Last year
she led the 'Cats to a 17-3 record
is a winner.
In four years as the UNH field and a second place finish in the
hockey coach, Didio has com- NCAA tournament.
She also is currently an aspiled a 60-13-8 record. That
gives her the best winning sistant coach for the US Napercentage (.790) of any current . tional Team. As an encore she..

· Looking for another NCAA bid ·

.~nd her team?

N ew year means n~w faces

- -- ~---SOCCER------(continu~d from page 20)

Bjork and Bruce Pratt are back the ball well."
"Knobby" Walsh was named marketing ·and promotions in- for the '87 season .
That defense must protect
While the students here in · as a part-time assistant. _W alsh tern.
· "It's a _great gr.oup of kids," senior Chris Jay, who replaces
•.
Durham are busy trying to get is a 1951 Providence College
On the medicinal front, Jon Garber said. "They were all . Dave Barlow as the Wildcat
ready for a new year, so are graduate and a Korean War · Dana, an assistant trainer last · decent high school scorers and netininder. "Chris is a smart
several new faces in the UNH veteran.
year, is now . the new head I guess we · just have to play to goalie, he reads the game well,"
in the administrative part of athletic trainer and will be find out what is going to Garber said.
athletic department. Over the
Jay isn't coming in from the
summer, four coa!=hing and nine· the department, Lynn Heyliger assisted by first-year intei'nJerry happen."
The backfield was a bright cold. He played in 9 games last
,
assistant spots were filled, along was named Director of Recrea- Foster. ·
Paul Berton, UNH's men's spot from last season, allowing season, allowing 8 goals in 420 ·
with some other changes inside tional Sports, replacing Mike
O'Neil. Heyliger, who last year skijng coach, will serve as head only 36 goals over the season. minutes of play. According to
the department.
Due to hockey coach Bob served as Associate Director of tennis coach; Ken Pope, a Unfortunately, a big hunk.has Garber, that experience will
Kullen's illness (see related Recreation, is one of the people former teaching pro, is the new been bitten out of the def~nse help Jay handle the starting role.
"Chris and Dave split some ·
story) Charlie Holt has been responsible for creating Co-Rec , golf coach; and Eric Burgess will for this season. Jack Sebastian,
lured back to Durham. Holt, lntramurals and several club be on Bill Bowes' football staff the would-be leader of the 'Cat time last year so Chris would
as an offensive backfield coach. . defensive corps, will not return be ready for this season," Garber
who coached here from 1968- sports.
," Hopefully, we'll be able to
George Liset, a former col- to play soccer for his senior said. "Time will tell, he just has
85, compiled a UNH record of
· to take the job and do it." ·
347-232-18. He will serve as an ·continue the services that we legiate discus thrower, has been season.
Jay might have .been pressed
"He decided that because of
interim while Dave O'Connor~ provide for the students," said selected to be the new women's
an .assistant football coach, will Heyliger. ''I've been here for cross country coach. Liset, who aheavyworkloadacademically," for the starting goalie job by
take over the hockey reins after 16 years now and have seen how has been an assistant for five Garber said. "He also plays on outstanding freshman keeper
things can change."
years; replaces Nancy Krueger, the lactosse team, so he was Peter Mulholland. However,
the gridirnn season ends.
O'Neil, meanwhile, will be who is on a leave of absence.
fairly burned out playing two Mulholland suffered a Joe
In addition, Wayne Wilson,
The baseball team will also sports for three years. He felt . Th_e isman-like broken leg in the
a former Bowling Green stan:- ,even busier tha] last year. He
clout, was hired as an assistant, has been named s the Director have a little flavor added, as that he wanted to put more spring. He told Garber he'd he
ready to play by the end of
·
·
and Sean Coady, a part-timer of the Division o Athletics and former major league pitcher • . emphasis on lacrosse."
The Wildcats will miss Seb- September, but Garber isn't so •
last season,, was named ,as a full- Recreational Sports, a job that Rich Gale returns to Durham
.
oversees men's athletics, worn- to help his old coach, Ted astian. "I've always said one guy sure about that.
time assistant.
Other freshmen Garber hasChanges were also taking en's athletics, a:nd recreational Conner. Gale played for the -can't make a difference on · a
place across the hall ·in Gerr·y sports.
1972-74 Wildcat baseball and soccer team," Garber said. "But high hopes.for are Dave Piven,
Denise Monahan, a secretary basketball teams .. On the pro- defensively, Jack was on~ of the Mark Goodman and Scott WorkFriel's basketball offices. Last
year's starting guard, Andy and administrative assistant last fessional level, Gale pitched two · better players in New England." man, all whom Garber praised
Garber has replaced Sebastian ·were outstanding high school
Johnston, has been named as year, is now a recreational sports World Series games for the
a part-time assistant and will coordinator. psa Markley, a , Kansas Gty Royals in 1980 and with Shawn Day, who was players. Garber also spoke high- .
help out in scouting and recruit- 1986 UNH grad, is an intern also toiled for the Giants, Reds, , supposed to be a fixture in the ,ly of community college transfer
ing areas. Lee Gove, a part-timer in the sports information office and Red Sox before leaving to Wildcat midfield. In moving to Pat McCoomb. ,
Blending all of this together,
last season, was named as the. and Doug Brown; who has play in Japan. Gale still holds the backfield; Day, who scored ·
top assistant,. replacing 1 ~-yea.1. worked .in promotions for the the UNH record for most stri-. 2 goals and 2 assists last year, Garber has. come up- with a
probably won't be as productive realistic hope. "From my standveteran Bob Berry. Also, ~obert " NFL's Seattle Seahawks, is a · keouts in a game, with 17.
point, if we can be a .500 team
as he could be as a midfielder.
Garber believes there is al- then that is a solid effort," the
waysroomforimprovementon coach~aid. "_lt'snotreaiisticto
his defense and he has confi- say we 11 be rn the pl~yoffs 1 but

By Rick Kampersal
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Spo
'Cats ' offen se gets Caught in Spjde rs' web
, By Rick Kampersal
· In the midst of their offensi·ve
For the second consecutive ineptitude, the Wildcats yie_Y.Ied
season, the Richmond Spiders the only two touch~ that
made Bill Bowes' offensive Dal Shealy's Richmond squadfootball team look as though would need.
they were standing still, as the
After Wildcat punt.returnSpiders took the Yankee Con- man Dan Smith fumbled Jeff
ference opener, 14-7, at Cowell Olivo'_s punt, Richmond took
Field Saturday.
over with a first and ten at the·
"I was definit'e ly surpri-5ed UNH 13. Two plays later, Chad
with our ineffectiveness," said Grier found his big (6'5", 230)
Bowes, with a hint of disgust. tight end, Mike Cerick, camped
"It was a bad offensive perfor.: in the corner ohhe end zone.
mance, and their defense was
The point after was good and
all over the field."
-Richmond had accounted for the
One of the key moves which first Yankee Conference touchprovoked some criticism was down of the season.
the announcement by Bowes
Richmond's second score
that sophomore Mark Carr had came courtesy of some-quick feet
won the quarterback job from • and good blocking. Shealy elect. the incumbent Bobby Jean. ed to switch his QB's, replacing
"Mark has· my confidence," said Grier with Jeff Snead. At the the coach earlier in the week. 6:02 mark, Snead kept the ball
"He missed spring practices on an option and zig-zagged into
with a bum knee, but he has the end zone from 21 yards out
recovered and knows our system
UNH's last first half possesas well as an yone could."
sion ended with Spider Tony
As it turned out, the "exper- Butler picking off an errant Carr
iment" lasted only for a half. pass.
UNH won/ the coin toss and
The first half numbers were
went on offense first. On their not · exactly music to Coach
first three possessions, Carr Bowes' ears. Richmond led in
completed· 1 of 6 passes for a first downs (9-3 ), rushing yartotal of mimis-2 yards. For his dage (100-38), passing yardage
first half of college football, Carr · (65-23 ), total offense (165-61),
connecred on 4 of 14 passes for and possession time, ( 17 :4223 yards and 1 interception.
12: 18) . In short, Richmond
The lingering questions still
owned the first half.
remain: a) Is a Yankee ConfeThe second half brought
rencefootball game the right
about a change.- Bowes inserted
testing site for a quarterback,
last year's quarterback, junior
who, prior t_o Saturday, had
Bob Jean, and he slowly began
thrown only onC; college pass?
to move the team. However,
· and b) Does the rotation of Richmond and their diminutive
quarterbacks alt~r the· rhythm but flashy back, Erwin Matthews
of a team?
(25 carries, 105 yards) were
Despite b~ing second- stubborn.
guessed, Bowes defended both
The third. quarter was relahis decision and his young tively uneventful, but Jean
gunslinger. "We had pretty showed what he could do, gainmuch macle ·up our mind to give ing a couple of first downs, one
Mark the· chance," he said. "We a key pass to-sophomore Chris
believe in giving a young quar- Braune, the other a Jean keeper.
terback a half to show what he "Boy, I'll tell you," said Shealy
can do -and I'll tell you, he's iri his deepest down -South
better than-what you saw-today.''. drawl, "Bobb ean did a super
1

L ·• &,0•:;...;~~
;i1
........_.,,.,~......,
Wildcat tailback Norm F.o rd (35) surges through the tough Richmond defense in
. Saturday's game. (Craig Parker photo)
job t~rning the tide. He moved
the ball well and gave his team
a lift."
UNH's first "real" chance to
score came on the first possession of the final quarter. ·
On a 2nd and 14 from the
Richmond 39, Jean hit Braune
on the numbers for a 24-yard
gai-n. However, the excitement
-was short-lived. As Jean fad~d
back looking for Curtis Olds (8
catches, 130 yards), Richmond
safety Brian Jordan stepped in
front of Olds and picked the ball
off, never stopping until he had
run 85 yards for a TD.
Luckily for UNH, the offici_als
had flagged someone for holding and the play was brought
back to where the interception
had occurred.
The Jean-O1.ds connection
would not rest. On a 1st and 10
from midfield, Jean hit Olds for

a 13-yard gain; Norm Ford (25
carries, 78 yarqs) provided some
short yardage. On a 4th and 3
from tl).e Spider 32, Jean again
hit Olds for a 27-yard gain,
causing Coach Bowes' heart to
· stop beating so rapidly. · ·
· "That sure was a key play,"
. said- Bowes. "If we hadn't kept
-. it going, we might not have
scored all afternoon."
Ford finished off the drive
with a 3-yard dive into the end
zone and UNH ~as finally on
the scoreboard.
S,healy employed his running
game after this, using his ace
in the ·hole, ·M,itthews, to chew
up some valuable time. The
move almost backfired.After Richmond punted the
ball away, the Wildcat offense
took the field for the last time
· of the day, and Jean· wasted no
time. Playing in a. somewhat

hurried fashion~Jean found Olds .
streaking down the left sideline.
, Thanks to some footwork that
'Michael Jackson would have
·been proud of, Olds turned the
play into a 63-yard gain, deep
in Richmond territory.
-But, ah, it was not meant to
be, especially the way UNH's
luck had been going. Braune was
caught by the zebras for holding, a penalty which forced the 'Cats
back to the Richmond 30'. ·
.The game came to a. close
when, on 4th and 4, Jean was
unable to connect with a receiver. For some who noticed, there
was a blue jersey flailing his
arms wildly in the end zone. It
-was Braune.
The 'Cats' last-ditch effort
brought back some bad memo- ·
ries for Coach Dal Shealy, who

FOOTBALL, _p age

is

SocCe r men·· set to kick off
By Paul Sweeney
to be no need for ·explanations the Wildcat soccer ream has
Last season was literally pain- over the next few months.
never been rich with scorers.
ful for coach Ted Garber and.
'Tm always positive," said "We haven't had big scorers
the University of New Hamp- Garber, who enters his fifth here," Garber said. "They go
. shire men's soccer team.
season as soccer coach. "We can to schools where the money i~."
The Wildcats suffered sixty beat anyone on the schedule if
Certainly, if UNH is to hang
.injuries to 24 players over the we stay healthy."
tough in '87, they are going to
. course of the season, making
That stands as quite a bold need more scoring punch. Last
it a miracle just to field a team · statement considering the talent · year, the team was shut out six
each game.
of opposition lining the Wildcat . times and held to one goal on
· In between injuries, the team schedule this year. Boston Uni- five other occasions.
could manage only 3 victories versity, annual participants in
The team has some returning
against 11 defeats and a ·tie. the NCAA playoffs, come to starters who are capable of
Scoring was lack, with the 'Cats Durham October 20. Garber said stepping out and scoring. Soregistering only 16 goals in 15. that other strong teams the phomore midfielder Scott Brencontests. In eighty-percent of Wildcats will face include Bos- nan and junior forward Jim
it's games, the 'Cats held a lead t ton College, Keene· State and Druding return as the vets with
but couldn't hold on for the Plymouth State ..The exciting the best bets at hitting the nets
victory.
UNH home schedule begins this season. Brennan.led the
"For most of the season, we September 16 against UMass. · team with three goafs last
never had our starting group
season and Druding scored 7
of players on the field together,"
The University doesn't pour points in '86 (2 goals, 3 assists),
Garber said. "With players hurt, a lot of money into the Wildcat tying him with Brennan for the
we had to play some people out soccer program, and Garber team lead in that category.
of position. This caused some believes that is a big disadvan- . Jeff Berglroltz (lg, la) and
. breakdowns and errors because tage. "The league is so tough," Joe Almasian (lg) are returning
they really were not ready to he said. "At a iot of those other "' to the front line, hoping to get
· play the position."
· schools, soccer is the major into a scoring groove. The UNH
Garber knows that might sport. They have full scholar~ midfield is steep in talent. Along
sound like a good excuse for . ship players so it's tough for us, with Brennan, veterans Jeff
losing, so with the new season. 'with our resources, to compete _ Kertzer, Quentin Mostoller, Bill
l
·UNH's Bill O;Malley gets a little help from his friends after opening tomorr:ow ,~t.-C entral ..
JI ,
against them.''
_,, 1
· • , • ,
,
~- . injuring himself during Saturday's action. (Craig Parker photo) Connecticut, he'd like 'for there
This may also be the reason
SOCCER, page 19
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